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Dear readers! 
 

Let us introduce the first issue of our e-Journal CARDIOMETRY to you. We believe that our 

Journal will open up an absolutely new avenue of cardiology research that is given the name 

Cardiometry. It is the science of measurements in cardiology. Establishing the Journal dealing 

with Cardiometry is not a spontaneous decision made by us. Over 40 years ago, a Russian R & 

D team started with its pioneering biophysics research in the above scientific field. A 

prodigious experience gained by the team in the formulation of scientific problems and finding 

their solutions, translating basic research discoveries into practical applications supported by a 

lot of publications enables us to state that now we are facing a great body of contradictions, 

confusions and inconsistencies in the classical cardiology that places limitations on the further 

progress in this scientific area. One of the contradictions is that there is no consensus on how 

to properly understand the basic principles of the functional relationship between individual 

segments within the cardiovascular system.  

Similar paradoxes are often found in the conventional theory of cardiology because of lack 

of adequate theoretical models of hemodynamic processes. The hemodynamic parameters are 

described in the conventional concepts in the most antiquated way so that it hinders their 

proper use in practice. The same is the case with the existing standards in ECG diagnostics 

which are based on experience evidence only and show essential inconsistencies, too. In 

everyday practice, legal but not physical nature of these parameters prevails.  

The contradictions between theory and practice in cardiology are caused by some systemic 

problems in medical education we have to solve today. As a rule, the existing medical 

education programs do not contain subjects related to the basics of research methodology. As 

a result, we have to deal with the lacking capability of analyzing objective data in medical 

practice and missing ability to reveal cause-effect relationship in pathology development and 

assess efficacy of therapy. Another problem is how to provide the proper operation of man – 

machine systems in medicine. It is a matter of fact that sometimes most advanced medical 

equipment cannot be used in the most efficient way by medical staff.  

But the key problem is that so far cardiologists have not applied sound measuring criteria 

forming the proper metrological basis in interpreting biophysics phenomena and laws 

manifested differently for each individual, when considering their health effects. Therefore, we 

think it is a good idea of presenting many scientific structured aspects in our e-Journal to 

assist cardiologists in acquiring more knowledge and skills for performing logic analysis, 

identifying laws and regularities and accumulating evidence and application of new theoretical 

concepts in practice. Our readers will find papers treating interrelations between general and 

special medicine. We are going to invite our readership to discuss current issues in 

engineering, philosophy and methodology utilized in cardiology.  

Our first issue is devoted to the theoretical concept of the Cardiometry treating the nature 

of an unknown mode of fluid flow that was discovered by us. This flow type is said to be the 

third flow mode in order to differentiate it from the well-known laminar and turbulent flows. 



 

This new type of flow mode shows low friction losses in the blood flow circulating within the 

cardiovascular system. It can be called the elevated fluidity conditions, and it is precisely this 

phenomenon that occurs in our blood vessels. It has been engineered, produced and 

maintained in the most efficient way by Nature. We succeeded in describing this perfect mode 

of blood system operation using mathematics tools so that now we can provide a more 

sophisticated treatment of the cardiovascular system performance. All this gave impetus to 

creation of an innovative fundamental theory of cardiac cycle phase analysis that is primarily 

responsible for the development of a new original paradigm in diagnostics of the cardiovascular 

system. Dear readers, let us start with publishing scientific papers treating the topics of some 

practical application of this innovative theory.  

Besides, we think it would be useful to inform you about current news and events related to 

some international organizations focusing on developing and implementation of advanced 

information technologies in cardiology. We hope that our readers will be supplied with other 

valuable content from our e-Journal pages.  

Cardiometry is a young science, but we do believe it has a great future. We expect our 

Journal will be attractive to many scientists who could contribute to its further improvement. 

Dear readers, would you like to become our authors? 

You are welcome! 

 

Editorial Board 
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Theoretical principles of cardiometry 
Mikhail Y. Rudenko1, Olga K. Voronova1, Vladimir A. Zernov1*, 
Konstantine K. Mamberger1, Dmitry F. Makedonsky1,  
Sergey M. Rudenko1 
1 Russian New University, 105005, Russia, Moscow, Radio str., 22 
* Corresponding author: Phone: +7 (8634) 31-24-03. E-mail: cardiocode@mail.ru 
Available from: 
http://www.cardiometry.net/issues/no1-november-2012/theoretical-principles-of-
cardiometry.pdf  

 Aims The article aims at describing the theoretical principles of cardiometry as a 
fundamentally new scientific field which enables the accurate 
measurement of the cardiovascular system parameters. 

 

 Materials and 
methods 

Cardiometry is based on the mathematical model of hemodynamic 
processes. The model is described by G. Poyedintsev and O. Voronova 
equations. The variable values in these equations are the cardiac cycle 
phase durations recorded on the ECG. An original ECG lead of the 
ascending aorta reflects all the processes of the heart performance. Thus, 
it is possible to calculate the phase blood volumes. This method is an 
accurate indirect measurement method. The synchronous recording of the 
ascending aorta ECG and Rheogram enables monitoring of the 
compensation mechanism responsible for the normal hemodynamic 
performance. 

 

 Results An innovative mathematical model of hemodynamics providing the 
creation of an innovative indirect method for measurement of the 
cardiovascular system parameters was developed. 

 

 Conclusion The innovative method of cardiovascular system diagnostics enables to 
measure 7 main hemodynamic parameters using noninvasive technology 
for qualitative evaluation of 12 functions of cardiovascular system 
performance and general assessment of coronary flow status. 

 

 Keywords Сardiometry ≈ Cardiology ≈ Hemodynamics ≈ ECG ≈ Rheogram ≈ 
G. Poyedintsev - O. Voronova equations 
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Introduction 
There are two types of fluid flow conditions described in the classical fluid mechanics: the first 

type is the laminar flow, and the second one is the turbulent flow mode [1]. The conventional 

interpretation of blood circulation is that blood flows through blood vessels under laminar flow 

conditions to which Poiseuille's law is applicable [2]. But it is a matter of fact that this 

conventional interpretation concept is inadequate because it is not in compliance with the 

“principle of optimization” in biology, according to which all processes in biosystems show their 

best performance, i.e., their highest efficiency [3]. It is just the compliance with this principle 

that is the major criterion to be used for evaluation of adequacy of any theoretical models 

describing various systems in a living body and their interactions both with each other and 

their external environment. 

In the course of aero- and hydrodynamic research, physicists discovered and learnt to 

model the phenomenon of substantial increase of fluid flow rate in rigid pipes under conditions 

of the pulsating flow. However, no adequate theoretical explanation or description of this 

phenomenon was offered. Despite this fact, the effects of the phenomenon under investigation 

were practically applied for designing aircraft engines. Thus, in 1941 V-1 rocket was equipped 

with a fundamentally novel high-thrust engine known as “pulse engine” [4]. Unlike the modern 

turbo jet engines, it had no rotating parts. Later the Boeing company updated the technology 

of “pulse engine” and now intends to use it for vertical take-off aircrafts [4].  

This effect also found application in medical science. Thus, the so called “hydro pulsators” 

are used for restorative cardio surgery. These are turbine driven blood pumps which are 

implanted into the human body. Thus, the pulsatile blood flow in aorta is restored [5]. The 

hydraulic pulsators at the outlet transform the blood flow so that its structure is similar to the 

air flow in the pulse jet engines. 

However, despite the successful practical applications none of the researchers succeeded in 

creating a mathematical model of the blood flow.  

Significant progress is made after G. Poedintsev and O. Voronova discovered the mode of 

elevated fluidity, or the “third” mode of fluid flow characterized by a specific flow structure and 

showing lesser energy losses to overcome friction [6]. 

It has been proved that the blood flow through the blood vessels is provided in “the third” 

flow mode that is the most efficient and therefore fully in compliance with the principle of 

optimization in biology. 

The theory of the third mode is a foundation for the development of new mathematical 

models describing the performance of the blood circulatory system. In addition, new methods 
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of quantitative determination of a number of hemodynamic parameters and qualitative 

evaluation of the processes occurring in the system have been elaborated. The application of 

these methods in practice allows filling a lot of gaps in theoretical cardiology and creates at the 

same time a system of analysis and evaluation of the functions of the cardiovascular system. 

 

Materials and methods  

Special features of hemodynamics and its regulation 

It has been established by the authors that there are certain processes taking place in the rigid 

pipes at the moment of the liquid motion initiation from a quiescent state. At the time when 

the fluid elements start motion under static pressure difference, the concentric friction waves 

are generated in the boundary layer. The waves are propagated towards the axis of the pipe 

[6] (Fig.1). The amplitude of the waves depends on the pipe diameter, acoustic velocity in fluid 

and the initial pressure difference at the pipe ends. The wavelength of the traveling waves is 

constantly increasing. The waves converge towards the axis of the pipe and decay, only a 

single wall wave with parabolic profile remains. This process is the laminar flow mode (Fig.2). 

It should be noted that it is just within this short period of time, i.e., starting from the 

moment of the motion initiation from a quiescent state till the moment of formation of the 

laminar flow (items t5 and t6 in Fig. 2 herein), the liquid flows in its optimum mode of elevated 

fluidity, considering it from the point of view of energy consumption (items t1, t2, t3, t4 in Fig 

2 herein). The energy consumption under the laminar flow conditions to transport liquid in the 

pipe is significantly higher due to increase in the flow resistance. 
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Figure 1. Formation of concentric friction waves at the time of initiation 

of fluid flow in a pipe (according to G. Poyedintsev and O.Voronova). 

t1 - moment of pressure difference formation in the pipe;  

V1 – velocity of blood particles in high-velocity blood layers;  

V2 – velocity of plasma in slow-velocity layers. 

 
 

 

 
Figure 2. Formation of two-phase pattern at the initiation of the flow 

from a quiescent state (according to G. Poyedintsev and O. Voronova), 
items t1, t2, t3, t4 correspond to the elevated fluidity mode of the blood 

flow in cardiovascular system. The pattern of the blood flow in the 

elevated fluidity mode represents alterating ring layers of plasma and 

erythrocytes. The ring plasma layers reduce friction while blood is 

flowing through the vessels. 
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There is another phenomenon typical for the “third” flow mode. If liquid contains suspended 

particles similar to those in blood, during the development of the above mentioned wave 

process the particles are concentrated at the wave maxima, and the particle-free liquid is 

delivered to their minima, correspondingly. When the fluid, patterned in such a way, flows 

along the pipe axis, the velocity of the concentric particle layers is twice what the fluid pattern-

free layers reach. Vectors of velocity are parallel to the axis of the flow. And it is just a 

prerequisite to elevated fluidity of liquid with reduced friction between the liquid layers and the 

pipe wall. Figure 2 herein shows the locations of erythrocytes in the blood flow referring to 

each flow formation stage as mentioned above. At the beginning of the formation of the “third” 

flow mode, the ringshaped alternating layers of the blood elements and plasma are available, 

while in the laminar mode all elements are accumulated in the center of the flow. In this case 

they are located very close to each other forming a thick mass. This process may result in an 

aggregation of erythrocytes and hemolysis. In order to avoid such pathological consequences, 

it is a must to manage the blood transportation in the “third” mode of flow, avoiding its 

transformation into a laminar one. 

The theory gives a clue: it can be obtained when transporting liquid in a pulsating mode 

through an elastic pipe. According to this theory, the pipe clear width and the liquid flow 

velocity should be changed with every impulse under certain laws. The laws of increasing in 

the pipe clear width and decreasing in the flow velocity with every impulse take the form as 

follows. 

51

0
0 








=

t

t
rrt   (1) 

 
52

0
0 







=
t

t
WWt   (2) 

 
where:   

rt - current radius of the pipe increasing; 

r0 - initial radius (at t = t0); 

t - current time (t ≥ t0); 

t0 - time of acceleration of flow velocity up to maximum velocity in an impulse; 

Wt – current value of liquid flow velocity;  

W0 – maximum value of velocity in an impulse (at t = t0). 

It is proved by the authors of this theory that the above conditions are met in the blood 

circulation system. 
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This is provided by changing in the clear width of blood vessels in every cardiac cycle and 

arterial pressure pulsating. There are 10 phases in every heart cycle. The phase structure of 

the arterial pressure pulse wave and the corresponding phases on the ECG are given in Fig.3 

 

The phase structure of the cardiac cycle on the ECG includes the following periods: 

Phase of atrial systole Pн – Pк; 

Phase of closing of atrioventricular valve Pк – Q; 

Phase of contraction of interventricular septum Q – R; 

Phase of contraction of ventricle walls R – S;   

Phase of myocardial tension S – L; 

Phase of rapid ejection L – j; 

Phase of slow ejection j - Tн; 

Phase of buildup of maximum systolic pressure in aorta Tн - Tк;  

Phase of closing of aortic valve Tк - Uн; 

Phase of early diastole of ventricles Uн - Pн. 

 

 

 
Figure 3. Phase structure of the ECG and arterial 

pressure pulse wave determining the mode of 

blood flow in the cardiovascular system. 
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The cardiac cycle phases can be conventionally grouped according to the processes 

occurring therein, namely: 

 

* Diastolic phases responsible for blood supply to the ventricles:  

Phase of early diastole of ventricles Uн - Pн, (sec); 

Phase of atrial systole Pн – Pк, (sec); 

Phase of closing of atrioventricular valve Pк – Q, (sec). 

The phase of early diastole of ventricles contains a period of time equal to the duration of 

wave U which reflects an intensive filling of the coronary vessels with blood. It occurs in 

synchronism with filling of the ventricles. 

Functioning of the cardiovascular system during diastole phase is characterized by the 

following hemodynamic parameters: 

PV1  –  volume of blood entering the ventricle during early diastole (ml);  

PV2  –  volume of blood entering the ventricle during atrial systole (ml).      

 

** Systolic phases providing blood ejection from the ventricles. They can be 

conventionally classified into three subgroups:  

 - Phases regulating diastolic arterial pressure: 

Phase of contraction of interventricular septum Q – R, (sec); 

Phase of contraction of ventricle walls R – S, (sec);  

Phase of myocardial tension S – L (partially), (sec). 

 - Phases regulating systolic arterial pressure: 

Phase of myocardial tension S – L, (sec); 

Phase of rapid ejection L – j, (sec). 

 - Phases regulating the pumping function of aorta: 

Phase of slow ejection j - Tн, (sec); 

Phase of buildup of maximum systolic pressure in aorta Tн - Tк,, (sec); 

Phase of closing of aortic valve Tк - Uн, (sec) . 

Functioning of cardiovascular system during systolic phase is characterized by the following 

hemodynamic parameters: 

SV – stroke volume, (ml); 

MV – cardiac output, (liters/minute); 

PV3 – blood volume ejected from the ventricle during the phase of rapid ejection, (ml); 

PV4 – blood volume ejected from the heart ventricle during the phase of slow ejection, (ml); 
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PV5 – blood volume pumped by the ascending aorta operating as a peristaltic pump during 

the systolic phase, (ml).  

It should be noted that phase of slow ejection j - Tн is a time when the stroke volume of 

blood is distributed throughout the ascending aorta, i.e., the time of the aorta expansion. As 

our investigations demonstrate, in case of improper elasticity of the aorta this period of time is 

prolonged. 

As illustrated by Figure 3, the arterial pressure is not increasing during the myocardial 

tension phase S – L. Aorta valve opens at the moment L. The slope of the Rheogram during 

the phase of rapid ejection L-j characterizes the blood flow velocity and the systolic arterial 

pressure.  

Mathematical equations used for calculating blood volumes. Individual normal 

values of hemodynamic parameters 

The relationships described by the equations (1) and (2) are the main initial conditions for 

creating the mathematical model of blood flow and developing the indirect method for 

determining volumetric hemodynamic parameters in terms of durations of the cardiac cycle 

phases. The functional dependency between stroke volume SV and durations of the cardiac 

cycle phases is as follows [6]: 

 

SV = f (a, g, Sа, QRS, RS, Em, Er), (ml) (3) 

where: 

a – acoustic velocity in blood, (m/sec);  

g – acceleration of gravity, (m/sec2);  

Sа – the area of the clear width of the ascending aorta (cm2); 

QRS, RS – durations of the ECG waves, (sec); 

Em  – duration of the phase of rapid ejection of blood from the ventricle, (sec); 

Er   – duration of the phase of slow ejection of blood from the ventricle, (sec). 

The final formulae for calculation of the cardiac output (MV), stroke volume (SV), and 

systolic phase volumes PV3 and PV4 are as follows: 

 

PV3 = Sа · (QR+RS)2 · f1(α) · [f2(α) + f3(α, β, γ, δ)]; (ml) (4) 

 

PV4 = Sа · (QR + RS)2 · f1(α) · f4(α, β, γ, δ); (ml) (5) 

 

SV = PV3+ PV4; (ml) (6) 
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МV = SV· HR/1000 (l/min) (7) 

 

where: 

f1(α )=
243)25(

]27)25[(5,22072
5

3

−−
−−

α
α ; 

f2(α)= ;
2

15 −α
 

f3(α, β, γ, δ)= )];(2)(5))(4(
3

10
[

8
1 552443322 αβγαβγδαβδα −−−+−−  
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+
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;)1( 2,0

RSQR
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+
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;
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−
−=

 

)2( γαδ += ; 

HR – heart rate, BPM.    

 

Other phase volumes are calculated in a similar manner.  

Thus, the proposed method allows determining the main hemodynamic parameters, namely 

seven blood volumes ejected by the heart and entering it during different cardiac cycle phases. 

They are stroke volume SV, cardiac output MV, two diastolic phase-related volumes PV1 and 

PV2, two systolic phase-related volumes PV3 and PV4, and PV5 as a volume of blood pumped 

by the aorta.  

The authors of this theory in their researches utilize relative phase volumes denoted by RV. 

Each relative phase volume is that expressed as a percentage of stroke volume SV. These 

relative parameters demonstrate contributions of each phase process to the formation of the 

stroke volume in general. 

For effective application of the proposed method into practice, diagnostic criteria of various 

pathological states should be developed. To achieve that, it is critically important to evaluate 

the eventual deviations of the calculated hemodynamic parameters from the normal values. 
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The limits of the normal values of hemodynamic parameters are obtained by means of 

calculation.  

With respect to the normal values (the required parameters) in hemodynamics, they have 

been taken on the basis of the known data on ECG waves, intervals and segments for adults 

from the literature sources as given below: 

1.  The upper and lower limit of the QRS complex value: 

QRSmax = 0.1 sec ;    QRSmin = 0.08,  sec. 

2. The upper and lower limit of the RS complex value: 

RSmax = 0.05 sec;     RSmin = 0.035 sec. 

3. The normal value of the QT interval in every specific cardiac cycle is determined from the 

Bazett formula as follows: 

QT = 0.37 ≈ RR0.5 , (seconds for men) (8) 

QT = 0.4 ≈ RR0.5 , (seconds for women) (9) 

4. The normal value PQсег. is calculated from a formula as indicated below: 

PQсег. = 1 / (10-6 638.44 ≈ HR2 + 9.0787), (sec) (10) 

This equation was obtained according to the method of approximation of the normal values 

PQсег., as known from the sources, considering their dependence on heart rate (HR).  

These values are used as initial values for calculations of individual range of normal values 

of volumetric hemodynamic parameters considering individual patient cases.  

Capabilities of the method for indirect measurement of hemodynamic 

parameters 

Despite the complex theoretical background, the new indirect method for determining phase 

volumetric hemodynamic parameters is easily applied into practice. It is based on the 

mathematical model developed by G. Poyedintsev and O. Voronova describing blood flow mode 

in the vessels. The method contains a number of equations for calculating hemodynamic 

parameters. The initial data used for the calculations are limited to durations of the heart cycle 

phases measured on the ECG. The ECG and Rheogram are recorded simultaneously using the 

same detectors, thus giving a comprehensive idea of how the cardiovascular system performs 

[6]. 

The method enables not only obtaining numeric values of the phase volumetric parameters 

of hemodynamics, but also evaluating the functional, structural and hemodynamic changes in 

different parts of cardiovascular system.  
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Investigation of hemodynamics basing on the given equations allowed defining 

conventionally normal shape of the ECG and Rheogram, as illustrated by Fig. 4. These were 

adopted by the developers as reference curves.  

  
 

 

 
Figure 4. Reference curves of the ECG and Rheogram shape.  

The table contains the calculated values of main hemodynamic  

parameters corresponding to the reference curve.  

 
 

The possibility of obtaining a wide range of quantitative and qualitative values of the major 

hemodynamic parameters characterizing the performance of cardiovascular system allows 

using the proposed method for verification of effectiveness of the selected tactics of the patient 

treatment.  

Let us consider the results of the study of the therapeutic treatment effects upon the 

recovery process of myocardium contraction function of the patient. In this case, the change of 

the ECG shape is caused by mitochondrial cardiomyopathy [7]. This pathology is associated 

with decrease in energy supply for muscle contraction due to reduced ATP production by 

mitochondria caused by hypoxia. The pathology is fairly widespread, especially among the 

elderly patients.  

The change of the ECG shape and the values of phase blood volumes in the course of 

treatment is given in Fig.5. As the contraction function of myocardium recovers, the shape of 
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the ECG evolves from the pathological shape corresponding to Brugard syndrome (Fig. 5а) at 

the beginning of treatment to practically normal shape observed in the last test (Fig. 5e).  

There is a clearly visible correlation between the recovery of the ECG shape and changes of 

hemodynamic parameters, in particular, of the cardiac output (MV). At the beginning of the 

study, we had MV=9.83 l/min, whereas at the end it amounted to MV=7.35 l/min, the 

conventional normal value being MV=3.7 l/min. 

The ratio of diastolic phase volumes PV1/PV2, proved to be an informative parameter. In 

the course of myocardium recovery, blood volumes redistribute between the early diastole and 

systole of atrium. More specifically, at the beginning it was equal to 1.56, whereas at the end it 

was 1.88, which is indicative of increased intensity of atria functioning. Meanwhile, the ratio of 

systolic phase volumes PV3/PV4, remains practically unchanged at the level of 1.46. The 

pumping function of aorta is changing. The load on the aorta is decreasing, and the blood 

volume PV5 decreases from 16.53 ml to 15.95 ml. The stroke volume SV also changes from 

153.56 ml to 131.17 ml.   

 
 

 

 

 

 

 
Figure 5a.  

 

Figure 5b.  
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Figure 5c.  

 

Figure 5d.  

 

 
 

 

 
Figure 5e.  

On figures 5: change of the ECG shape and Rheogram 

shape in the course of recovery of normal mitochondrial 

function in the myocardium cells resulting from the 

treatment. The tables present the calculated values of the 

main hemodynamic parameters. 
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Although the treatment of the patient is not complete yet, the obtained data provide a 

comprehensive view of the dynamics of the recovery process of the myocardial contractility 

and allow evaluating the adequacy of the selected treatment.                                 

 

Results 
A comparative study of the developed method, the thermodilution method and Fick method 

was undertaken. Their correlation coefficients were approximately equal and reached 0,7. The 

developed method is an indirect method of measurement that is its significant advantage. It 

measures 7 blood volumes compared to method of thermodilution and Fick method which 

measure only minute blood volume. Besides, the other methods are invasive and require 

special clinical settings and are time-intensive. 

 

Discussion and conclusions 
It is not possible to describe within a single paper how promising the discovery of the 

phenomenon of the elevated blood fluidity proved to be. Let us summarize some of the 

conclusions.  

Firstly, a fundamentally new method for indirect measurement of major hemodynamic 

parameters was developed on the basis of this theory.  

Secondly, the research revealed that phase-volume hemodynamic parameters are the most 

informative characteristics of the cardiovascular system performance, since they reflect 

functioning of the heart and the vessels. Knowing the relations of these parameters and having 

associated this information with anatomic and functional state of the heart and blood vessels in 

each phase, one can diagnose the state of the cardiovascular system, identify the existing 

pathologies and establish cause-and-effect relationships in the pathological processes.  

Thirdly, clinical application of the method allows stating that it can be successfully used for 

evaluating and monitoring the efficacy of the specific patient treatment.  

Besides, the accomplished studies using the mathematical model of blood flow allowed 

precisely identifying the structure of the S-T interval on the ECG. This was the so called “Terra 

incognita” in cardiology, since there failed to exist a unanimous opinion on how to identify the 

beginning of the rapid ejection phase (point S) on the ECG. The phase of slow ejection was not 

properly described before. The proposed model provides a full description of hemodynamic 

processes in each of the four phases. This enabled establishing the criteria for the boundaries 

of all four phases in the S-T interval.    

Finally, it was found that the duration of the j-T interval can serve as a criterion for 

evaluating the elastic properties of the ascending aorta. During this period, the stroke volume 
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redistributes within the ascending aorta. The duration of the j-T interval will change depending 

on the velocity of aorta expansion influenced by the blood volume pressure. Thus, reduction in 

aorta elasticity will cause the j-T interval to increase.  

The described above theory of the elevated blood fluidity can contribute to development of 

the existing methods of cardiovascular system evaluation. We suppose that the fractal theory 

can contribute to the understanding of the relationship of the phase processes and the 

functions of cardiovascular system regulation. 

The theory of cardiac cycle phase analysis can be used in cardiac surgery with respect to 

diagnostics of the implantable devices. With advances in technologies, this problem proves to 

be important [9]. 

One of the ways of further development of the method is the comparison of cardiovascular 

system phase functions and geometric shape of myocardium [10]. This will enable providing 

accurate noninvasive diagnostics of coronary flow. 

The above new hemodynamic model provides a wide range of new possibilities for 

investigation of cardiovascular system. It gives a clue to understanding the biophysical 

processes taking place in the cardiac cycle phases and enables defining the location of 

pathological processes. 

A new approach to electrocardiography interpretation is provided in the article. Further 

development of the theory of the cardiac cycle phase analysis can lead to creation of a 

fundamentally new theory of rheography. Since rheography reflects blood filling of the vessels 

and the U-wave of the ECG corresponds to the phase of filling of coronary arteries, a new 

method of diagnostics of coronary blood flow can be developed.  

The authors are confident that the discovery of the phenomenon of elevated blood fluidity 

which allowed developing a simple diagnostic method will not only stimulate new scientific 

discoveries. It will also enable solving an important social problem of reducing the death-rate 

caused by cardiovascular diseases. 

The described above diagnostic method based on the hemodynamic models can be 

characterized as a multiparametric method of the diagnostics of phase hemodynamics. It can 

be used to diagnose not only the seven main phase volumes of blood, but also the functions of 

individual segments of cardiovascular system and their interrelation in case of different 

pathologies [11].  
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 Aims This paper deals with solving of a century-old paradox of linear stability for 
the Hagen-Poiseuille flow. A new mechanism of dissipative hydrodynamic 
instability has been established herein, and  a basis for the forming of 
helical structural organization of bloodstream and respective energy 
effectiveness of the cardiovascular system functioning has been defined by 
the authors. 

 

 Materials and 
methods 

Theory of hydrodynamic instability, Galerkin’s approximation.   

 Results A new condition Re > Rethmin
≈  124 of linear (exponential) instability of the 

Hagen-Poisseuille (HP) flow with respect to extremely small by magnitude 
axially-symmetric disturbances of the tangential component of the velocity 
field is obtained. The disturbances necessarily shall have quasi-periodic 
longitudinal variability along the pipe axis that corresponds to the 
observed data.  

 

 Conclusion We show that the obtained estimate of value of Rethmin
 corresponds to the 

condition of independence of the main result (on the linear instability of 
the HP flow when Re > Rethmin

) from the procedure of averaging used in the 
Galerkin approximation. Thus, we obtain the possible natural mechanism 
for the blood swirling flows formations observed in the aorta and the large 
blood vessels. 

 

 Keywords Instability ≈ Helicity ≈ Structure ≈ Bloodstream   
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Introduction 
The problem of defining mechanisms of hydrodynamic instability for the Hagen-Poiseuille (HP) 

flow is of great fundamental and application significance, starting from the famous Hagen’s 

researching of blood flows in the pipe1. 

So, currently, it is decided [1-4] that the HP flow is exponentially stable with respect to 

extremely small by magnitude disturbances for any large Reynolds number 
ν

RVmaxRe = , where 

maxV  - maximal (near axis) velocity of the HP flow in the pipe of radius R , and ν - coefficient 

of kinematic viscosity. Such a conclusion of the linear theory of hydrodynamic stability is based 

on the traditional consideration of pure periodic spatial variability of disturbances along the 

pipe axis and contradicts to real experimental data and observations  in different technical and 

biology systems.  

In [5], it is shown that the conclusion on linear stability of the HP flow needs clarification 

since if instead of periodic to consider conditionally-periodic (quasi-periodic) disturbances, then 

already for finite Re it might happen linear (exponential, not algebraic [6, 7]) instability of the 

HP flow. 

In the present paper, we further develop the representation [5] within the framework of the 

new theory of linear instability of the HP flow. Meanwhile, contrary to [5] in particular we show 

a possibility of getting a threshold by Re  condition of linear instability of the HP flow which 

does not depend on the procedure of averaging when using Galerkin approximation (necessary 

because of consideration of longitudinal quasi-periodicity of disturbances).  

 

Materials and methods 
Let’s consider evolution in time of axially symmetric extremely small by magnitude 

hydrodynamic disturbances of the tangential component of the velocity field ϕV in the 

cylindrical system of coordinates ),,( ϕrz : 

)()(
20 r

V
V

z

V
rV

t

V
z

ϕ
ϕ

ϕϕ ν −∆=
∂

∂
+

∂
∂

 (1) 

                                                        
1
    HP flow – laminar static flow of uniform viscous non-compressible fluid along static straight and infinite by 
length pipe with circular cross section. 
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Where: )1()(
2

2

max0 R

r
VrV z −= , 000 == ϕVV r - main (undisturbed) HP flow along the pipe of 

radius R  having in it a constant longitudinal pressure gradient const
z

p =
∂
∂

, when 

z

pR
V

∂
∂⋅= 0

2

max 4ρν
 with constant density ρ of the uniform fluid. In (1) ∆  is Laplace operator. 

Due to assumed axial symmetry of the extremely small disturbances ϕV ( i.e. since 0=
∂
∂

ϕ
ϕV

, 

there is no derivative 
ϕ∂

∂p
for small disturbance of the pressure field p in the right-hand side of 

(1)). Meanwhile, (1) allows closed description of evolution of pure tangential disturbances of 

the HP flow. 

Let’s find solution of equation (1) in the following form 

∑
=

=
N

n
nn R

r
JtzAVV

1
,11max )(),( γϕ  (2) 

which automatically meets boundary conditions of finiteness of ϕV for 0=r and non-slipping 

0=ϕV for Rr = on the hard pipe boundary since 1J is the Bessel function of the first order, and   

n,1γ  are zeroes of that function ( ,..2,1=n ). 

Using the feature of orthonormality of Bessel functions and a standard averaging procedure 

in the Galerkin approximation (see [2]), one gets in the dimensionless from (1), (2) the 

following closed system of equations for the functions ),( tzAn : 

∑
=

=
∂

∂+
∂

∂−+
∂

∂ N

n

n
nm

m
mm

m

x

A
p

x

A
A

A

1
2

2
2
,1 0Reγ

τ
 (3) 

In (3), 
R

z
x = , 

2R

tντ = , Nm ,..,2,1= , and coefficients nmp  are as follows: 

∫−=
1

0

,11,11
3

,1
2
2

)()(
)(

2
yJyJdyy

J
p mn

m
nmnm γγ

γ
δ  (4) 

where 2J  is a Bessel function of the second order, , nmδ  is Kronekker’s symbol ( 1=nmδ for 

mn = and 0=nmδ if mn ≠ ). Obviously that 2112 pp ≠ in (4) due to the presence of a factor 

before the integral in (4) (since )()( 2,121,12 γγ JJ ≠ ). 
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Let’s limit ourselves by the case of 2=N . For amplitudes 1A  and 2A ,corresponding to 

different modes of radial variability ϕV in  (2), we consider to have different periods of 

variability along the pipe axis when the next presentation takes place: 

xieAtxA παλτ 2
101 ),( += , xieAtxA πβλτ 2

202 ),( +=  (5) 

where βα ≠ contrary to the usual (see [2]) consideration of the problem of stability of the 

HP flow in the linear approximation by amplitudes of disturbances. Meanwhile, the value of 

21 λλλ i+=  in (5) assumes and defines the same (synchronous) character of dependency of 

functions 1A and 2A on time. Substituting (5) in (3) (for 2=N ) leads to the following system 

02Re)2Re4( 2
2021

2
1011

222
1,1 =+⋅+++ xixi eApieApi πβπα πβπααπγλ  (6) 

0)2Re4(2Re 2
2022

222
2,1

2
1012 =⋅++++ xixi eApieApi πβπα πββπγλπα  (7) 

System (6), (7) admits exact solution for constant coefficients 10A and 20A only in the case 

when βα = and in (5) functions 1A and 2A have the same pure periodic character of variability 

along the pipe axis. It is not difficult to check that from the condition of solvability of uniform 

system (6), (7) there may be obtained the well-known conclusion [1-4] on linear stability of 

the HP flow since in that case it is found that for any Re , 01 <λ . 

 

Results 
Considering the quasi-periodic variability of ϕV along the pipe axis for βα ≠ in (5), we use 

Galerkin approximation to solve the system (6), (7). Meanwhile, let’s average (6) multiplying 

(6) by the function xie 12πγ− and integrating over x in the limits from 0 to 1/1 γ (i.e. applying to 

(6) an operation of ∫
||/1

0

1

1

||
γ

γ dx , where || 1γ is the modulus of 1γ ). The equation (7) is averaged 

applying to (7) the same as in (6) operation of averaging but with replaced in it 1γ  by 2γ   , 

where in the general case 21 γγ ≠ .  

The solvability condition of the system of the equations obtained from (6), (7) after the 

specified above averaging is the following dispersion equation for λ : 

0)(2 =++++ gcabbaλλ  (8) 
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where complex value 21 λλλ i+=  is uniquely defined by the following coefficients: 

2111
222

1,1 2Re4 iaapia +≡++= πααπγ , 2122
222

2,1 2Re4 ibbpib +≡++= πββπγ , 

2112
22 Re4 ppc αβπ=  and 

αβ

βα

12

12

II

II
g = . 

Here, in g, we have values of elementary integrals: ∫
−=

||/1

0

)(2||
m

mxi
mm dxeI

γ
γαπ

α γ and 

∫
−=

||/1

0

)(2||
m

mxi
mm dxeI

γ
γβπ

β γ , where .2,1=m From (8), one can obtain (see[5]) the condition of the 

linear instability of the HP flow when in (8) 01 >λ  for some thReRe > . A result in that case is 

significantly depending on the value of g , defined by the way of averaging of the system (6), 

(7) on the base of Galerkin approximation. 

So, if we change the averaging procedure (applying operation χπγ
γ

χγ 1

1

2
||/1

0

1 || ied −
∫ already to the 

equation (7), not to (6), as it was done above; and vice versa, we apply to (6) the operation of 

averaging applied above for averaging of the equation (7)), then, in the dispersion equation, 

value of g is replaced by g/1 . 

We require that the conclusion on the stability of the HP flow should not depend on the 

pointed difference in the averaging procedure conducting that is possible only when 12 =g . 

This equation for g has two roots 1=g  and 1−=g . For 1=g  the conclusion on the stability of 

HP the flow exactly coincides with the case of the pure periodic disturbances when βα = .  

Let’s consider the second case of 1−=g , and show that meanwhile the linear instability of 

the HP flow is possible already for finite value of the threshold Reynolds number thRe . 

Actually, for 1−=g from (8) it follows that 01 >λ when  

D

F
th π2

ReRe =>  (9) 

where 1111 )( babaF += , 2
2211112112

2
11 )()( βααβ ppbappbaD −−+= . 

Obviously, for realization of the linear exponential instability of the HP flow 0>D  is 

necessary, that is trivially to be met when 2112
2

2211 4)( pppp αββα <− .  
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If to introduce a parameter 
β
α=p , defining the ratio of periods in (5), then from the 

pointed inequality providing positiveness of D in (9), it follows that the following holds  

+− << xpx  (10) 

where 
2
11

12212211211221122211 )(22

p

pppppppppp
x

+±+
=± , i.e. according to (4), 

..588.0..,739.1 == −+ xx . 

On the other hand, from the condition 1−=g  it follows that the following inequality holds 
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In particular, equation (11) is satisfied when n|| 1γαβ +=  and m|| 2γαβ += , where nm, - 

are any integers having the same sign since with necessity then holds 0
||

||

2

1 >=
m

n

γ
γ

. 

Meanwhile from (11), it follows that the following relations defining the value 
β
α=p depending 

on the values of nm, and signs of 21 ,γγ hold: 

B

p
2

1

1

+
= , 

22
2

2

1

1 11
11

|||| nmmn
BB ++±−+== ± γ

γ
γ

γ
 (12) 

Obviously, p from (12) shall meet inequality (10). In particular, for 1== nm value of 

p (when −= BB and 0,0 21 >> γγ ) is ..58.1≈p . Since thRe in (9) is a function of β and p , for 

the pointed value of p , meeting inequality (10), from (9), we can get that minimal value 

124Re min ≈th is reached in the proximity of 5.0≈β . 

 

Discussion and conclusions 
Thus, it has been found the possibility of the linear (exponential) instability of the HP flow 

already for 124ReRe min ≈> th , that does not contradict to the well-known estimates of the 

guaranteed stability of the HP flow obtained from the energy considerations (see [1]) for Re < 

81. Obviously, an exponential growth of ϕV  after reaching of some finite values shall be 

replaced by a new non-linear mode of evolution in which all components of velocity and 
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pressure are already mutually cross-linked. This growth also produces the spiral type of the 

resulting flow. Indeed, for the flow of blood, the arising of spiral structure is observed in the 

aorta in a wide range of Re number and not only for very high values of the latter [8, 9]. The 

results of this paper are also published in [10].  
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 Aims Basic criteria of finding the markers of the hemodynamic self-regulation 
mechanism on an ECG and a Rheogram are described herein. The basics of 
an analysis of the compensation mechanism responsible for the 
maintenance of the hemodynamic parameters within the norms are 
presented in this paper. 

 

 Materials and 
methods 

A change in the form of an ECG phase segment reflects qualitatively the 
actual contraction performance of the respective cardiac muscle part 
involved. In case when the contraction of a cardiac muscle part is weak, 
an adjacent part undertakes the required compensation function in order 
to adjust the process. The causality analysis allows identifying the primary 
cause of a pathology which makes impossible to maintain the proper 
phase-related blood volumes within the norms.   

 

 Results An evaluation of the hemodynamic self-regulation mechanism on the basis 
of the analysis of the compensation mechanism responsible for the 
maintenance of the hemodynamic parameters within the norms allows 
revealing the primary cause of the cardiovascular system pathology. 

 

 Conclusion We offer an innovative methodology that is easy to use and very efficient, 
therefore, it can be widely applied in practice. 

 

 Keywords Cardiometry ≈ Cardiology ≈ ECG ≈ Rheogram ≈ Hemodynamics self-
regulation ≈ Pathology of cardiovascular system 
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Introduction 
The discovery of the mechanism of the hemodynamic self-regulation was possible owing to the 

development of a new mathematical model of hemodynamics proposed by the authors hereof. 

This mechanism has been never described before. Closer examination of this mechanism 

established that the required hemodynamic parameters are maintained by a re-distribution of 

the contraction performance between the individual cardiac muscle parts. So, if the contraction 

amplitude of the septum decreases, that is reflected in the amplitude of one of the ECG waves, 

namely, the R wave, then it is compensated by an increase in the myocardium muscle 

contraction amplitude, that is represented by the S wave. It results in the normal value of the 

stroke volume SV. Therefore, any ECG curve change can show the “price to be paid” by our 

organism in order to maintain the hemodynamic parameters within their norms. The phase 

analysis of a Rheogram makes possible to trace pressure changes in the aorta. In general, all 

mentioned above allows us to identify the primary cause of a disease and monitor efficacy of 

treatment [1,2].       

 

Materials and methods 

Principles of evaluation of the mechanism of the hemodynamic self-regulation  

For this purpose, only the medical device Cardiocode can be used. The identifying and the 

tracing of the self-regulation mechanism in the cardiovascular system performance are beyond 

the capabilities of any existing medical equipment because it is only Cardiocode that can 

provide synchronously recording of an ECG and a Rheogram of the ascending aorta. This 

device is furnished with its own proprietary software.  

Stage one of the evaluation procedure delivers results of the actual phase-related blood 

volumes measured with the above device. To obtain the measured value, used is the software 

menu page „Analysis” (s. Fig.1 below).   
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Figure 1. Menu page „Analysis”. 

 

 
In the field on the left side of the screen we can find tabulated data on the actually 

measured stroke, minute and other phase-related blood volumes including heart rates. Such 

complete data sets are indicated for each heart cycle recorded (s. Fig.2 below). The top line in 

the table shows averaged values of each parameter, respectively. 

 

 
Figure 2.The actual values of the measured phase-related blood 

volumes are indicated for each recorded heart cycle in the tabulated 

form as shown herein. 
 

 
In order to make an analysis quick and easy and reveal some “weak points” in 

hemodynamics, utilized are bar charts which represent the results of the actual measurements 
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(s. Fig.3). Each scaled red bar in each evaluation line refelcts the actual value of the respective 

parameter. The green bar field indicates the respective hemodynamic norm. If the red bar is 

located within the green bar field, the hemodynamic value is O.K. The light-green bar field left 

or right to the green bar field exhibits a transitional status when the norm is found to be at its 

limit. If the red bar is located outside the light-green field, it shows a deviation from the norm, 

which exceeds 30% and which should be treated as pathology. Such a deviation is evidence 

that the compensation mechanism is no longer capable of maintaining the normal 

hemodynamics.  

 
 

 
Figure 3. Form of displaying of 

the measured blood volumes as bar 

charts for better visualization. 

 

 
Fig.4 illustrates in more detailed way how the parameter PV2 from the above data set is 

interpreted. It is evident that the deficit of the volume of blood entering the ventricle in the 

atrial systole is -3,84%. The scaled red bar is located within the light-green bar field. It means 

that the next step should be an assessment of the compensation mechanism in those phases, 

which provide for the atrial systole, in order to identify the primary cause of an imbalance of 

the self-regulation mechanism in hemodynamics. 
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Figure 4. The light-green field indicating the transitional 

status norm – pathology is used to exhibit the actually 

measured results. It provides for a lively presentation of 

every specific assessment. 
 

Criteria of finding the markers of the compensation mechanism responsible for 

maintaining hemodynamic parameters within the norm  

The compensation mechanism is responsible for the maintenance of the hemodynamic 

parameters within their norms and operates as follows: the contraction function of the muscles 

of one segment of the cardiovascular system is increased, if and when the function of the other 

adjacent segment shows a decrease. It is reflected on ECG and RHEO in the phase structure of 

the heart cycle. 

An illustration of the heart cycle phase structure is given in Fig. 5 below. 

.   
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Figure 5. Heart cycle phase structure.  

 

 
Algorithms of the analysis of the compensation mechanism may be different. We describe 

below some major algorithms utilized both for the identification of the primary cause of 

pathology and control of the therapy efficacy. 
It should be noted that any amplitude change on an ECG reflecting the operation of the 

compensation mechanism can be graphically presented in the same way as it is the case with 

the measured parameters (Fig. 4). Fig.6 illustrates those informative zones of the ECG which 

are involved in the operation of the compensation mechanism for maintaining the normal 

hemodynamic parameters. This figure shows also ranges of amplitude changes in the said 

zones. The green field code is used in the same way as it is the case with indicators of actually 

measured blood volumes (s. Fig.4). The green-color coding is utilized to indicate the range of 

the norms. The light-green color coding shows a norm-pathology boundary.  
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Figure 6. Informative zones on ECG and ranges of their amplitude 

changes referred to isoelectric baseline (in relative units). 

 

 
Table 1 illustrates the amplitude ranges of ECG phases for waves: P, R, S, L, T.    
 

Table 1. Coefficients of increase in ECG waves amplitudes 

Amplitude compensating the decreased 
contraction function of heart adjacent segment 

+ 2,0 +2,0  + 2,0 +2,0 

Amplitude is within the norm + 1,5 +1,5 - 0,5 +1,5 +1,5 
Norm + 1 + 1 - 1 + 1 + 1 
Amplitude is within the norm  + 0,5 + 0,5 - 1,5 - 0,5 - 0,5 
Amplitude of muscle contraction below the 
norm (except S wave) 

+ 0,25 - 1,5 - 2,0 - 1,5 - 1,0 
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Basic definitions of the operation of the compensation mechanism used in 

practice to identify the primary cause of pathology  

1. Atria 

1.1. Process biophysics 

General 

The atria provide for the mechanism of the closure of the atrioventricular valves. It is required 

for the further performance of the heart under the conditions of the diastolic pressure 

regulation. The atria are responsible for pressure balancing by applying the pressure to the 

internal space of the ventricles till the above valves are fully closed. 

1.2. Functional purpose: closure of atrioventricular valves. 

1.3. Atria characteristics:  

а) Function of contraction of atrial muscles. 

b) Phase volume PV2 is a volume of blood entering the ventricle in the atrial systole that 

characterizes the contraction function of the atrium, ml. 

1.4. Characteristics evaluation criteria: 

а) An amplitude of the P wave on the ECG represents the contraction function of the atrium.  

b) PV2 is a volume of blood entering the ventricle in the atrial systole phase, ml. 

1.5. Markers of the compensation mechanism in the cardiovascular system performance found 

on ECG:  
a) With residual volumes of blood in the ventricles, a no-P-wave effect can be detected. If it 

occurs periodically, it may be treated as a marker of the compensation mechanism;  

b) Increased amplitude of the P wave in case of weak relaxation of the myocardium muscles. 

 
 

 
Figure 7. The P wave is responsible for 

closure of atrioventricular valves. 
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2. Mechanism of diastolic pressure regulation 

2.1. Process biophysics 

General 

The blood circulation must not be stopped even with the heart valves closed. The sequentially 

activated contraction of the septum and the myocardium and the original anatomic design of 

the valves arrangement provide for the directed blood flow in all chambers of the heart. It is a 

mandatory condition, because the available flow energy in case of a blood flow interruption 

would not be sufficient to re-start the blood circulation after the valve opening. Blood leakage 

through the closed valves begins only under the conditions, if an excessive volume of blood in 

the ventricles is available. This excess is displaced into the aorta to provide a condition for an 

increase in the static (diastolic) pressure required to overcome the increased resistance of the 

blood vessels which displaced this volume. Later on, the stroke volume is added thereto.  

2.2. Functional purpose: to provide the required diastolic pressure level 

2.3. Mechanism characteristics: 

a) Function of contraction of septum;  

b) Function of contraction of myocardium muscles. 

2.4. Characteristics evaluation criteria: 

a) Amplitude of the R wave of an ECG represents amplitude of the contraction of the septum. 

b) Amplitude of the S wave on an ECG represents amplitude of the contraction of the 

myocardium. 

c) The elevation segment of the RHEO curve in phases R – S – L reflects an arterial pressure 

rise (AP increase) (s. Fig.8). It corresponds to the volume of blood displaced into the ventricles 

by the blood vessels due to the narrowing of the latter. 

 

 
Figure 8. An increase in AP in diastolic 

pressure regulation. 
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2.5. Markers of compensation mechanism in cardiovascular system performance on ECG 

Under the diminished function of the myocardium contraction in phase R – S (S wave 

amplitude = 0), the compensation mechanism is marked as a bifurcation of the R wave. It 

enables the blood flow to maintain the flow velocity in the ventricles which is required for flow 

energy keeping. 

3. Mechanism of systolic pressure regulation 

3.1. Process biophysics 

General 

The mechanism of the regulation of the systolic pressure operates in combination with another 

mechanism which is responsible for the formation of the blood flow pattern required for the 

maintenance of the elevated fluidity mode. In order to provide the specific blood flow pattern, 

which represents alternating rings of blood plasma and corpuscles, used are the straight 

segment of the ascending aorta, the arch of the aorta supported by its elasticity (stretching 

ability). 

3.2. Functional purpose: to provide the required systolic pressure level. 

3.3. Mechanism characteristics:  

a) Function of myocardial tension in phase S – L;  

b) Increase in AP in rapid ejection phase L – j; 

c) Increase in AP in slow ejection phase j – Tн and in a Tн-to-T-peak wave segment; 

d) Phase volume PV3 is a blood volume ejected by the ventricle in the rapid ejection phase, 

ml;  

e) Phase volume PV4 is a blood volume ejected by the ventricle in the slow ejection phase, ml;  

f) Stroke volume – SV, ml. 

3.4. Characteristics evaluation criteria:  

a) Amplitude of the L wave on ECG is an indirect indicator of the strength of the myocardial 

tension; 

b) The slope ratio of the RHEO segment in phase j – Tн is an indication of the ejection velocity; 

c) PV3 is a volume of blood ejected by the ventricle in the rapid ejection phase, ml;  

d) PV4 is a volume of blood ejected by the ventricle in the slow ejection phase, ml; 

e) SV – stroke volume, ml. 

3.5. Markers of compensation mechanism in cardiovascular system performance on ECG  

а) An increase in the T-wave amplitude is an indication of produced reduction in the resistance 

to the blood flow under weak heart; 

b) A delayed opening of the aortic valve prevents the blood flow from entering the aorta in full, 

reducing in such a way the systolic pressure. 
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Figure 9. RHEO form changes with 

changing aorta resistance. 

 

 
4. Coronary artery filling 

4.1. Process biophysics 

General 

The mechanism of blood filling of the coronary arteries operates in combination with another 

mechanism which is responsible for the filling of the ventricles with blood. The procedure of 

filling of the coronary arteries and that of the filling the ventricles start simultaneously. The 

difference is that the filling of the coronary arteries is completed within a shorter time, since 

their volume of blood constitutes about 5% of the total volume of blood within the circulation 

system. The filling starts with the beginning of the valve closure procedure. The aortic valves 

being located close to the mouth of the aorta are responsible for opening of the coronary 

artery to provide the start of blood supply to the coronary arteries. 

4.2. Functional purpose: to supply the coronary arteries with the required blood volumes. 

4.3. Filling characteristics:  

a) In interval Т - Uн, the sloping of this RHEO segment depends on the actual resistance of the 

coronary arteries. Under greater resistance, that may occur in case of atherosclerosis, the 

blood flow rate is less. 

4.4. Characteristics evaluation criteria:  

а) Sloping of the RHEO segment in interval T - Uн (s. Fig.10).   
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Figure 10. Changes in the RHEO segment 

configuration during the filling of the coronary 
arteries in interval Т – Uн. The sloping of this 

RHEO segment depends on the actual 

resistance of the coronary arteries. 

 

 
 

 
Figure 11. An ECG curve configuration in 

case of multifocal atherosclerosis. 

 

 
4.5. Markers of compensation mechanism in cardiovascular system performance on ECG 

The compensation mechanism cannot be traced in this interval. The only hindrance during the 

filling of the coronary arteries might be an arterial occlusion due to atherosclerosis. 
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Figure 12. Normal sloping of RHEO in 

interval Т – Uн. 

 

 
5. Filling of ventricles  

5.1. Process Biophysics  

General 

The ventricles are filled with blood owing to their pumping function. During the relaxation of 

the muscles, the space of the ventricles is increased, and blood enters them through the atria. 

The aortic valve is closed at this time. The ventricles are anatomically designed in such a way 

that the chordae tendineae, connecting the ventricle walls and the atrioventricular valves, open 

the valves with the ventricle expansion, releasing the delivery of blood to the ventricles. The 

atrial systole is required for closing the atrioventricular valves. 

5.2. Functional purpose: filling the ventricles with blood in early diastole and atrial systole 

5.3. Filling characteristics  

a) Function of relaxation of myocardium;  

b) Phase volume PV1 is a volume of blood entering the ventricle in the early diastole phase, 

which is the characteristic property of the suction function of the ventricle, ml; 

c) Phase volume PV2 is a volume of blood entering the ventricle in the atrial systole, which is 

the characteristic property of the contraction function of the atrium, ml. 

5.4. Characteristics evaluation criteria 

a) PV1 is a volume of blood entering the ventricle in the early diastole, ml; 

b) PV2 is a volume of blood entering the ventricle in the atrial systole, ml; 

c) The duration of phase P – Q depends on elasticity of the myocardial muscles and the 

septum.  

With reduced elasticity, it takes more time to close the atrioventricular valves.  
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5.5. Markers of compensation mechanism in cardiovascular system performance on ECG. 

An increase in amplitude of the P wave that is required to increase the force of pumping blood 

into the ventricles. 

 

 

 
Figure 13.  Early diastole phase as key 

source to fill the ventricles. 

  

 
6. General energetics in the heart performance to maintain the proper 

hemodynamics 

6.1. Process Biophysics 

General 

The processes of general energetics of the heart may be traced when the energy reaches its 

lower levels. So, the QRS amplitude is decreased due to abnormal performance of the muscle 

cells, as a rule, caused by mitochondrial cardiomyopathy that represents a reduction in the 

myocardial contraction range. In this case, cardiac insufficiency occurs that makes impossible 

to transfer adequate energy to the blood flow to overcome the resistance of the aorta. 

6.2. Functional purpose: the total energy to provide contraction of myocardium and septum  

6.3. Characteristics: synchronous decrease of energy of contraction of myocardium and 

septum  

6.4. Characteristics evaluation criteria:  

a) Synchronous decrease in amplitude of the R and S waves; 

b) MV – minute volume, l/min; 

c) PV5 is a volume of blood (an SV fraction) which is pumped by the ascending aorta as 

peristaltic pump and which is the characteristic feature of the aorta tonus, ml. 

6.5. Markers of compensation mechanism in cardiovascular system performance on ECG 
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a) An increase in amplitude of the T-wave that leads to an expansion of the aorta and a 

reduction in the aorta resistance to the blood flow; 

b) An increase in amplitude of the P wave that leads to an increase in blood volumes pumped 

into the ventricles because the heart is no more capable of delivering the required volumes; 

c) An increase in parameter PV5 which is the characteristic feature of the aorta performance. 

This provides a means to discharge a weak heart. 

 
 

 
Figure 14.  Synchronous decrease in 

amplitudes of the R and S waves in case of 

mitochondrial cardiac myopathy. Markers of 

the compensation mechanism: an increase in 

amplitudes of the P and T waves. 

  

 

Results 
This study results in the development of a new method of evaluation of the self-regulation 

mechanism in hemodynamics on the basis of the analysis of the compensation mechanism 

responsible for the proper maintenance of the hemodynamic parameters at their normal level 

which allows identifying the primary cause of pathology of the cardiovascular system. The 

basic criteria of finding the markers of the hemodynamic self-regulation mechanism on ECG 

and Rheogram and the analysis of compensation mechanism performance involved in 

maintaining hemodynamic parameters within the norm provide a tool for an assessment of the 

actual functioning of each cardiovascular system segment.  
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Discussion and conclusions 
The mechanism of the hemodynamic self-regulation has been never described before, its 

discovery became possible owing to the scientific research conducted by the authors. The 

discovery of the mechanism of blood flow in the vessels enabled measuring blood volumes in 

every phase of the cardiac cycle. The collected statistical data allowed to observe that phase 

blood volumes are maintained within the norm even in case of the existing pathologies, with 

significant ECG changes are observed therewith. The authors studied the biochemical reactions 

taking place in the cardiovascular system. Assuming the normal functioning of the 

cardiovascular system it is possible to obtain the ECG forms ranging from normal to extremely 

abnormal. The authors succeeded in discovering the hemodynamic self-regulation mechanism 

and the compensation mechanism responsible for maintaining the hemodynamic parameters 

within the norm. The described criteria of evaluation of the compensation mechanism 

contribute to significant improvement of the quality of diagnostics performed in functional 

diagnostics. 
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Aims This paper deals with a study of central hemodynamics in 363 pediatric 

patients with burn shock as compared with a reference healthy children 

group in order to establish clinical value of the hemodynamic parameters 

for burn shock diagnostics and therapy. 

 

 
Materials and 

methods 

There is a new method applied to examine the functional status of the 

cardiovascular system with use of the medical equipment Cardiocode that 

is based on the method of the heart cycle phase analysis and capable of 

measuring parameters such as a stroke volume (SV), a circulation minute 

volume (CMV), systolic parameters (both a rapid ejection volume Vr.e. and 

a slow ejection volume Vs.e.), diastolic parameters (an early diastole 

volume Ve.d. and an atrial systole volume Va.s.), including a volumetric 

parameter characterizing the actual tonus of the ascending aorta (Va.а.). 

 

 
Results Age-related trends in the above volumetric parameters have been 

established herein. Specific features of the hemodynamic parameters in 

pediatric patients with burn shock have been identified. 

 

 
Conclusion Diagnostics of changes in the central hemodynamics in pediatric burn 

patients at their hospital admission provides reliable prediction tools for 

detecting shock well in advance and starting with an adequate intensive 

therapy. 
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Introduction 

Treatment of children with thermal burns complicated by a shock is a very critical issue in 

pediatrics surgery. Even with use of most advanced technologies in treatment of severely 

burned pediatric patients, sometimes we have to deal with rather significant mortality and 

disability rates [1]. The clinical studies show the presence of considerable disturbances in the 

central hemodynamics and oxygen supply to tissues in the above shock-trauma patients 

[2,3,4]. Therefore, our study of the central hemodynamic parameters conducted in the said 

patient population should be of great interest to pediatricians and pediatric surgeons.  

Until the present time, there has been no complete picture for perfect understanding of laws 

of the performance of the heart and its associated blood vessels. This is because one of the 

open issues in blood circulation physiology is to properly realize the fluid mechanics of the 

cardiovascular system as a single system and, on this basis, acquire knowledge of its design 

and management laws [5]. The blood flow system is a giant hierarchical structure integrating a 

great number of systems and subsystems with some common and specific features, the 

functioning of which is aimed at one thing only: to maintain an adequate blood flow in all 

organs and tissues in our organism according to the principle of biological optimization making 

every biological system as efficient as possible.  

At present, the condition of the pumping function of the heart is assessed according to some 

conventional significant parameters of the central hemodynamics, among which are the stroke 

volume, the minute volume that is known as the cardiac output (CO) and the total peripheral 

resistance that is referred to as the systemic vascular resistance (SVR). Both the stroke 

volume (SV) and the circulation minute volume (CMV, or CO) are measured by direct 

(invasive) or indirect (noninvasive) methods while the SVR is calculated from the fluid 

dynamics Poiseuille’s equation. As a rule, for measuring of SV and CMV parameters in pediatric 

practice used are noninvasive methods [6]. It is generally believed that both conventional 

invasive and noninvasive methods for measuring central hemodynamic parameters are based 

on assumptions that blood plasma and formed elements circulate with the same velocity. But 

new evidence demonstrates [7,8,9,10] that erythrocytes move in the pulsating blood flow due 

to static pressure gradients, generated transverse to the blood vessel axis, forming in such a 

manner a specific dynamic radial ring pattern, that facilitates the much more faster movement 

of the erythrocytes as compared with plasma.  

At the same time, it should be noted that there is no rigorous relationship between the 

stroke volume and the systemic vascular resistance. The reason is that it is customary to 

assume that the blood circulation in our organism is maintained in a flow mode according to 
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the Poiseuille’s law. But this assumption is inconsistent with the principle of optimization in 

biological systems according to which all processes in the biological systems are managed in 

the most perfect manner (to maximize their efficiency). 

Over forty years ago, it was established that blood circulation is managed not under the 

Poiseuille’s law, but by meeting the most efficient “third-type” flow conditions [9, 10]. This 

innovative blood flow concept laid the foundations for development of a new noninvasive 

method for measuring parameters of the central hemodynamics that was based on actual 

times of every heart cycle phase, and it is just the method that is used in our study described 

herein (i.e., the method by Poyedintsev – Voronova) [8,9]. 

The study of the central hemodynamic parameters in pediatric patients with burn shock was 

aimed at establishing clinical value of the said parameters.  

 

Materials and methods 

97 healthy patients aged 1 to 14 years from preschool and school institutions as reference 

groups were studied by us. In the pediatric clinics, 363 children with burn shock were enrolled 

into the study of the central hemodynamic parameters using the medical equipment 

Cardiocode (produced by the Scientific-Technical Company CARCDIOCODE, Taganrog, Russia). 

At the hospital admission, in pediatric patients the standard parameters of hemodynamics 

were taken as follows: HR, AP, CVD, Hb, Ht complete with their ECGs. With use of Cardiocode, 

by the Poyedintsev – Voronova method, we measured the following heart performance data:  

SV (ml) – stroke volume; 

CMV (l) - circulation minute volume, or cardiac output; 

Ve.d. (ml) is a volume of blood entering the left ventricle in the slow filling phase due to 

venous inflow and suction function of the ventricle (early diastole); 

Va.s. (ml) is a volume of blood, entering the left ventricle in the atrial systole that features 

the left atrium myocardial contractility, and, in addition, phase-related diastolic volumetric 

parameters Ve.d. and Va.s. featuring the preload level; 

Vr.e.(ml) is a volume of blood ejected by the left ventricle in the rapid ejection phase; 

Vs.e.(ml) is a volume of blood ejected by the left ventricle in the slow ejection phase; 

the systolic phase-related volumetric parameters Vr.e. and Vs.e. are strong markers of  the 

myocardial contractility of the left ventricle; 

Va.а. (ml) is a volume of blood pumped by the ascending aorta as peristaltic pump (in the 

phase of slow ejection), reducing by this means the post-load of the left ventricle. Besides, this 

volume is a strong marker of the ascending aorta tonus. 
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The measurements of the central hemodynamic variables in burn-shock patients were 

performed with Cardiocode according to the schedule as follows: on hospital day 1, day 2, day 

5, day 10, day 20, and day 45 post-burn. 

It should be noted that the results obtained therein are assessed not only in absolute units 

of measure but also by evaluating the deviations of the hemodynamic parameters from their 

top and bottom limits, considering heart rate (HR), sex and age of every child. 

The statistics was processed with application of the Software STATISTICA employing both 

parametric and non-parametric criteria. 

In order to assess variation rows of quantitative data, calculated were the following values: 

the mean value of the variables observed (М), the standard error of the estimated mean (m) 

and the mean square of the error ( & ). All tables and pictures herein exhibit the respective 

group-related data as the mean values ± the standard error of the estimated mean (M±m). 

To test the hypothesis of difference in sample means, the paired two sample Student’s t-

Test is applied by us. In this case, it is assumed that there are unequal dispersions of the 

general populations from which our samples are drawn. The paired t-Test is usually conducted 

when natural pairs of observations in sampling occur, for example, when a general population 

is tested two times. 

For all surveys, representativeness of the obtained results is assessed.  

In testing the statistics hypotheses, it is assumed that p-values <0,05 to <0,001 are 

statistically significant. 

A correlation analysis is carried out to determine the probability that the correlation is a real 

one and not a chance. This analysis makes possible to sample matters, which have the most 

significant influence on the resulting attribute, and identify previously unknown relationships 

between variables. It should be employed for quantitative assessment of cross-relations 

between two data sets represented dimensionless. Following this way, the sample correlation 

coefficient is the covariance of two data sets that is obtained by dividing by the product of their 

standard deviations. 

 

Results and discussion 

The parameters of the central hemodynamics (CH) were studied by us first in three reference 

groups of healthy children: group 1– infants and children aged 1 to 4 years, group 2 – children 

aged 4 to 7 years, and group 3 – children aged 7 to 14 years (s. Table 1 below). 

Phase-related volumetric parameters of CH in healthy children. 
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Table 1. Phase-related volumetric parameters of central hemodynamics in healthy children. 
Reference Group 

No. 
Group 1 Group 2 Group 3 

Parameters Values M±m 

σ  - 

standard 

deviation 

Values 

M±m 

σ  - 

standard 

deviation 

Values 

M±m 

σ  - 

standard 

deviation 

Specific 

SV(ml/cm2) 
19,22±1,16 5,58 21,81±1,1 6,22 24,13±0,98 5,10 

Specific CMV 

(l/cm2) 
2,13±0,11 0,55 1,95±0,09 0,54 2,07±0,08 0,39 

SV (ml) 22 ± 1,35 6,45 2,66±1,74 9,85 51,11±2,72 14,15 

1,00 CMV (l) 2,43±0,13 0,62 2,96±0,15 0,84 4,37±0,19 

Ve.d. (ml) 15,44±0,03 0,61 24,81±0,02 0,63 39,43±0,04 1,09 

Va.s. (ml) 6,56±0,03 0,61 8,03±0,02 0,65 11,68±0,04 1,09 

Vr.e.(ml) 17,67±0,01 0,30 26,07±0,01 0,23 42,31±0,02 0,47 

Vs.e. (ml) 4,33±0,01 0,30 6,74±0,01 0,34 8,8±0,02 0,47 

Va.а. 6,89±0,02 0,36 10,85±0,01 0,39 16,3±0,02 0,50 

Ve.d.(% of SV) 70,17±1,96 9,39 75,97±1,14 6,44 77,15±1,48 7,69 

Va.s.(%of SV) 29,83±1,96 9,39 24,59±1,17 6,61 22,85±1,48 7,69 

Vr.e.(% of SV) 80,30±0,96 4,60 79,84±0,41 2,32 82,78±0,63 3,30 

Vs.e.(%of SV) 19,7±0,96 4,60 20,63±0,62 3,50 17,22±0,63 3,30 

Va.a.(% of SV) 31,3±1,17 5,60 33,22±0,69 3,92 31,89±0,68 3,54 

HR 112,91±2,64 12,68 90,94±1,27 7,21 86,22±1,98 10,29 

Notes: М is a mean value; m - standard error of the estimated mean; σ  -standard deviation. 

 

Considering the data given in the above table, when evaluating the pumping function of the 

heart in the healthy children, it should be noted that the specific stroke volume tends to 

increase with age (by 1,25 times): from 19,22 ± 1,16 (ml/cm2) in group one to 21,81 ± 1,10 

(ml/cm2) in group two, and the school-aged children demonstrate an increase therein to 24,13 

± 0,98 (ml/cm2). The same tendency is observed when we treat such data as the stroke 

volume (an increase is noted from 22,00 ml in group 1 to 32,66 ml in group 2 with further 

growing up to 51,11 ml in school-aged children, i.e., we deal with an increase by 2,3 times), 

and when we analyze the circulation minute volume, or cardiac output (reported is an increase 

from 2,43 l ± 0,13 in group 1 to 2,96 l±0,15 in group 2 with further rising to 4,37±0,19 in 

children in group 3, i.e., by 1,8 times). 

When evaluating the diastolic data of the above reference groups, we can conclude that 

both absolute and relative values of the early diastole show their tendency to grow with age 

(starting with 15,44 ± 0,03 ml in group 1, then reaching 24,81 ± 0,02 ml in group 2 and 

growing up to 39,43 ± 0,04 ml in group 3, respectively, i.e., showing a growth by 2,5 times; 

or it can be illustrated as follows: beginning from the level of 70,17 ± 1,96 % of the stroke 

volume in group 1, reaching 75,97 ± 1,14 % in group 2 and ranging up to 77,15 ± 1,48 % in 

children of group 3, i.e., an increase by 1,1 times is reported). The absolute values of the atrial 

systole demonstrate their age-group dependent growth, too (from 6,56 ± 0,03 ml in the first 

group to 8,03 ± 0,02 ml in the second group, reaching 11,68 ± 0,04 ml in the third group, i.e., 

recorded is an increase by 1,8 times), while the corresponding relative values of the parameter 
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show their reducing (to illustrate this, we have 29,83 ± 1,96 % of the stroke volume in group 

1, then, 24,58 ± 1,17 % in group 2 and up to 22,85 ± 1,48 %  in children in group 3, 

respectively, i.e., a decrease by 1,3 times is reported).  

There is an evident age-related trend detected when the absolute systolic values of the 

rapid and slow ejection phases grow considerably (the volume of blood ejected by the left 

ventricle in the phase of the rapid ejection increases from 17,67 ± 0,01 ml to 42,31 ± 0,02 ml, 

i.e., by 2,4 times, and the volume of blood ejected in the slow ejection phase demonstrates an 

increase from 4,33 ± 0,01 to 8,8 ± 0,02 ml, i.e., by 2 times, respectively). The relative values 

of the systolic parameters in the rapid ejection phase in healthy children in all reference groups 

do not show any significant differences and are reported to be 80,3 ± 0,96 %, 79,84 ± 0,41 % 

and 82,78 ± 0,63 % of the stroke volume, respectively. The relative systolic parameters in the 

slow ejection phase of the healthy children in groups 1 and 2 are approximately at the same 

level with their measurements of 19,70% and 20,63 % of the stroke volume, respectively. The 

school-aged children show a tendency to a slight decrease in this value to 17,22% of the 

stroke volume. 

Upon an analysis of the absolute parameters featuring the aorta performance as peristaltic 

pump (in the phase of rapid ejection), it should be stated that there is a significant increase in 

these values revealed that is age-related, too ( from 6,89 ± 0,02 ml in children in group 1 to 

16,3 ± 0,02 ml in school-aged children, i.e., by 2,4 times). The respective relative values in 

the first, second and third groups do not differ essentially from each other and are reported to 

be 31,30 %,  31,89 % and 33,22 % of the stroke volume, accordingly. 

To provide a clear picture of the CH parameters in children with burn shock, we used in our 

study a list of most important hemodynamic parameters as follows: SV, CMV, Ve.d., Va.s., 

Vr.e., Vs.e. and Va.a.. 

Upon treating the central hemodynamic parameters in pediatric patients with burns of the 

first to three degrees, we found that the said patients had at the time of their admission to the 

hospital a lowered SV that was 5 -25% below the normal level, depending on the shock 

degree, while their CMV reached 110 %. 

In such cases, of particular value are the hemodynamic data pertaining to the early diastole 

(Ve.d.), since it is precisely these parameters that are strong markers of hypovolemia caused 

by circulation stagnation and loss of plasma through burn wounds. So, the early diastole 

parameters on day 1 post-burn decreased to 75% of the norm for the first-degree burn cases, 

to 65% for the shock cases with the second-degree burns and to a level under 65% for shock 

cases of the third-degree burn patients. Later, despite the therapy received, the early diastole 
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parameters could not be recovered in full up to the end of the hospital treatment (on hospital 

day 45 post-burn).  

Moreover, it was reported that the left ventricular myocardial function in the pediatric 

patients with burn shock is badly affected (Vr.e. and Vs.e.). So, in children with the first-

degree burn shock a Vr.e. fall (up to 80%) on day 1 post-burn was recorded only, while the 

same patients had their Vs.e. at the normal levels, but in cases of the burn shock of the 

second or third degree the said parameters were lowered (up to 56 % on hospital day 5 post-

burn). 

It was also fixed that the markers of the tonus of the ascending aorta (Va.а.) were reduced 

to 82% in pediatric patients of the first and second burn shock degrees, and the same 

parameters were reduced to 68% of the normal value in third-degree burn shock patients. This 

substantiates our conclusion that we deal in such cases with a considerable fall in capacity of 

the aorta operating as peristaltic pump. Most pronounced changes in the CH parameters are 

found in children with unfavorable outcome. 

For critically ill patients of that category, the following data were typical: a drastic decrease 

in the SV by 35-45%, in the CMV by 40 – 50 %, in the early diastole volume (Ve.a.) by 64-

57%, in the ascending-aorta tonus volume (Va.a.) by 68-56%, and in the volumes Vr.e. and 

Vs.e. by 58-67%. At the same time, recorded was a sharp increase in the systolic parameter 

(Va.s.) up to 187 – 203 % that might be treated as a compensatory reaction of the 

cardiovascular system. Besides, a distinguishing characteristic of these patients was that 

despite intensive therapy measures their early diastole parameters (Ve.a.) were recorded at a 

level of 40 – 50 % of the norm, and it was impossible to bring them to the proper level up to 

the lethal outcome, so that the said parameters can be treated as strong markers of a 

dramatic drop in blood volume circulation. 

 

Conclusions 

1. The new method of assessment of the functional status of the cardiovascular system 

delivers data of high informative value, is noninvasive and can considerably expand the ECG 

capabilities; it is appropriate for measuring the CH parameters in pediatric patients. 

2. An application of this method to treatment of burn children provides for more precise 

diagnostics tools for revealing pathologic abnormalities in the CH parameters, it allows 

detecting the burn shock degree during the first hours upon admission to a surgery hospital. 

3. The CH systolic and diastolic parameters measured by the above mentioned Poyedintsev – 

Voronova method can be successfully used to decide on an adequate basic infusion therapy 

and starting with the required treatment. 
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4. The early diastole data (Ve.d.) are most important CH parameters, and they are treated to 

be strong markers of drop in volumes in circulating blood. A decrease in this blood volume to 

30-40% of the norm should be considered as an unfavorable outcome predictor. 

Abbreviations 

SV – stroke volume  

CMV – circulation minute volume or cardiac output 

Vr.e. – systolic parameter of rapid ejection of blood from ventricle  

Vs.e. – systolic parameter of slow ejection of blood from ventricle  

Ve.d. – diastolic parameter: early diastole of atrium 

Va.s. – diastolic parameter: atrial systole  

Va.a. – tonus of ascending aorta  

SVR – systematic vascular resistance 

EP – efficiency of performance 

HR – heat rate 

AP – arterial pressure 

CVP – central vein pressure 

Hb - hemoglobin 

Ht - hematocrit 

ECG – electrocardiography 

М – mean value;   

m - standard error of the mean;  

σ – standard deviation 

CH – central hemodynamics 

CBV – circulating blood volume 
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Aims Capabilities of the cardiometric diagnostics based on the heart cycle phase 

analysis for identifying the primary cause of a disease are considered in 

this paper. 

 

 
Materials and 

methods 

An anti-androgenic drug was used by a patient as prescribed for prostatitis 

therapy. A week later upon taking the drugs, it becomes necessary to 

make an additional diagnostics of the patient to complete the basic 

diagnostic evaluation. The reason was that upon taking the drugs there 

were some cases of loss of consciousnes reported by the patient. During 

an examination by the treating physician, it was found that there was a 

syndrome of cold limbs in the patient. For the purpose of the additional 

diagnostics, the method of the heart cycle phase analysis was applied. 

 

 
Results The heart cycle phase analysis allowed identifying the primary cause of the 

patient’s health degradation and cases of loss of consciousness. 

 

 
Conclusion It was revealed that the primary cause was a side effect of the anti-

androgenic drug that led to a decrease in the hemodynamic parameters, 

resulted in blood vessel failure to transport the necessary quantity of 

oxygen to tissues in the organism. The recommendations given upon the 

diagnostics were aimed at recovering the transport function of the blood 

vessels. By complying with the recommendations, the health status of the 

patient was recovered, and loss of consciousness was no longer observed. 
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Introduction 

Drug side or adverse effects occur often in practice. It is a serious problem which is difficult to 

take into account in drug research and development. But it is much more difficult to evaluate 

the degree of possible adverse effect manifestations and take an adequate decision on how to 

minimize them. In the given article considered is the case when it was a success both in 

identifying the cause of the sudden health deterioration due to the drug adverse effects and 

preparing recommendations to improve the patient’s state of health. 

 

Materials and methods 

The paper treats the case of an application of the heart cycle phase analysis aimed at 

identifying the primary cause of the disease. It is based on an evaluation of the self-regulation 

mechanism and analysis of the markers of the cardiovascular system compensation 

mechanism responsible for maintaining the hemodynamic parameters within the norm [1, 2, 3, 

4]. The method covers the following procedure: 

1) An ECG and a RHEO of the ascending aorta are recorded. Both signals are taken from 

disposable ECG electrodes. This type of recording is given the name “the point-type 

rheography”.  

2) Upon completion of the above operations, the following actual phase-related volumes of 

blood in each heart cycle are calculated by a special PC-assisted device automatically: 

SV is a stroke volume, ml; 

MV is a minute volume, l/min; 

PV1 is a volume of blood entering the ventricle during the early diastole phase 

characterizing the suction function of the ventricle, ml; 

PV2 is a volume of blood entering the ventricle during the atrial systole phase 

characterizing the contraction function of the ventricle, ml; 

PV3 is a volume of blood ejected by the ventricle during the rapid ejection phase, ml; 

PV4 is a volume of blood ejected by the ventricle during the slow ejection phase, ml; 

PV5 is a volume of blood delivered by the ascending aorta as peristaltic pump 

characterizing aorta tonus, ml.  

3) Deviations of the calculated parameters from the norms are determined. 

4) Changes in the ECG form in each heart cycle phase are determined. Significance of the 

ECG form deviations from the reference curves is evaluated. 

5) Compensation changes in some phases affecting the neighboring phases are identified. 
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6) A decision on the complexity of the functional changes and adequacy of control actions 

should be made. 

 

Results 

As a result, in the research it was established that the patient’s health deterioration manifested 

in temporary loss of consciousness and cold limbs syndrome was caused by adverse effects of 

an anti-androgenic drug used for treatment of prostatitis. Upon identification of the cause, the 

proper recommendations on how to eliminate the undesired side effects and control the 

efficacy were issued.       

 

Discussion and conclusions 

The patient was subjected periodically to diagnostics examination by the heart cycle phase 

analysis method. In fig. 1 shown are the patient’s ascending aorta ECG and RHEO curves 

recorded synchronously. The peculiarity of the ECG is an increase in the T wave amplitude. It 

indicates an increased aortic dilatation, the purpose of which is to maintain and transport the 

blood flow pattern formed by the heart in the preceding heart cycle phases. This specific blood 

flow pattern integrates alternating rings of plasma rings and blood elements and provides for 

their motion along the vessels practically without friction with minimized loss of energy [1]. 

The QRS complex on the patient’s ECG curve is within the norm. Minor static myocardium 

muscle tension occurs that is identified according to a small elevation of the ECG in the S-L 

phase referred to the isoelectric baseline. The static tension in the S-L phase is caused by a 

disturbance in the coronary flow. Therefore, this fact is verified by the analysis of the RHEO 

configuration in the period of the U wave appearing on the ECG curve. If the dicrotic notch on 

the RHEO coincides with the U wave maximum, it is a marker of the normal coronary flow. If 

the dicrotic notch appears earlier and is located nearer to the top of the RHEO, it should be 

treated as the first marker of some problems in the coronary flow. In our case, the patient has 

the normal coronary flow.  
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Figure 1. The patient’s ECG and RHEO curves of the ascending 

aorta before taking drug in prostatitis treatment. 

 
 

An early pressure buildup is observed on the RHEO indicated herein. Normally, the buildup 

should begin at the moment of aortic valve opening at the point L. In our case we observe it at 

the point S. It indicates an insignificant increase in the diastolic pressure. All other 

characteristics are within their norms.  

As to the phase-related volumes of blood, the measured values of which are shown in fig.2 

herein, we should state their compliance with the norm. In this case, the calculations show 0% 

deviation from the norm of hemodynamics. 

 

 

 
Figure 2. Results of the measured phase-related volumes of blood. 
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Upon the hemodynamic examination and taking the appropriate measures to improve his 

health state, there was no medical necessity for the patient to consult his physician. 

After a time, the patient reported his health deterioration that was manifested in sudden 

loss of consciousness and feeling of fear. The patient was examined by his physician again, 

and a temperature decrease on the surface in the patient was recorded at the time of placing 

the ECG electrodes to make the hemodynamics diagnostics. The patient also reported a 

subjective feeling of cold limbs. It denoted inadequate blood supply to the peripheral parts of 

the body. During the examination, the ECG and RHEO of the form as shown in fig.3 below were 

recorded.     

 

 

 
Figure 3. Hemodynamic parameters during the second 

examination of the patient after his health state deterioration.  

 

 

First of all, we should pay our attention to the absence of the T wave on the ECG in this 

figure. To be more exact, we deal with an inversion of wave T in the case considered. Fig.4 

below illustrates the more detailed ECG and RHEO curves of the patient in question recorded 

synchronously. In the heart cycle phase structure, the T wave features the aortic dilatation 

function. The greater is the amplitude of this wave, the wider is the dilatation of aorta.  In our 

case, no aorta dilation is observed at all, i.e., the aortic baroreceptors do not activate the 

mechanism of dilatation. It produces a significant hindrance to the blood flow. The necessary 

quantity of blood elements cannot reach the periphery, and, of course, oxygen deficiency is 

observed. The manifestations of this process are the syndrome of cold limbs, temporary 

vertigo and loss of consciousness.  
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Figure 4. ECG and Rheo recorded in the second examination. 

 

 

From the ECG and RHEO study, it is evident that in fact there is no early diastole available. 

The T and P waves are found to be close to each other. An increase in the heart rate due to a 

decrease in the time of the early diastole is a strong marker of the compensation mechanism 

to provide for the required oxygen quantity increase. However, it is still at the limit of the 

norm, but it is no longer capable of providing the proper performance. The reason is that the 

operation of the baroreceptors in the aorta is interlocked. Fig.3 delivers a good illustration that 

we deal with a deficiency of blood volume in the early diastole phase of – 32,94 % of the norm 

according to the screen indication.  

During the hemodynamics examination, the patient reported that he took the drugs 

administered for prostatitis treatment. The drug was advised to normalize the prostate 

function. The prescribed prostatitis medication was successful, and it was stated that the shape 

of prostate became normal. However, some undesirable side effects of the drug appeared that 

were connected with interlocking of the operation of the baroreceptors in the aorta. 

Upon the hemodynamics examination of the patient, it was recommended by the physician 

to terminate the anti-androgenic drug therapy but start with L-carnitine drugs taking. That was 

required to recover the energy in the cells, first and foremost in mitochondria, since the 

completed treatment led to anaerobic conditions of the cell functioning due to oxygen 

deficiency. It would cause further serious problems in the nearest future. The patient was 
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administered to take another measures aimed at increasing serotonin and endorphine 

production. 

Taking the prescribed measures and complying with all recommendations was successful 

for improving the health state of the patient, and his cold hands and legs syndrome 

disappeared, i.e., the blood circulation in the patient was normalized. Vertigo and loss of 

consciousness were no longer reported. 

The “happy end” in the above case comes because it is possible to obtain the sufficient data 

for the causality analysis that is at the same time the basis for the heart cycle phase analysis. 

A month later, we were reported that the patient had problems with prostate again. But now 

we are sure that in the future every anti-androgenic drug adverse effect on the cardiovascular 

system can be successfully controlled in such patients with use of the cardiometry including 

the heart cycle phase analysis.  
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Aims The response of the cardiovascular system to acupuncture treatment is 

studied in the present paper. 

 

 
Materials and 

methods 

In the process of study a special device for recording hemodynamic 

parameters as well as the classical acupuncture method was used. The 

hemodynamic parameters were recorded at the time of needle insertion, 

during the acupuncture session and after the session. 

 

 
Results The changes in the phase blood volumes were recorded. The influence of 

the acupuncture on the muscle contraction amplitude during all phases of 

the cardiac cycle was recorded. 

 

 
Conclusion Appliance of the cardiac cycle phase analysis enables accurate monitoring 

of the response of the cardiovascular system to acupuncture. 
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Introduction  

Methods of western and eastern medical science are used by many practicing physicians in 

different countries. Comparing their treatment efficacy, preference should be given to the 

methods of eastern medical science, primarily to acupuncture. Acupuncture has been applied 

in practice for thousands of years already, while the methods of western medical science have 

been known for several centuries only. Besides, eastern medical science is based on the 

system approaches as opposed to western medical science.  

The authors of the present paper have significant professional experience in acupuncture as 

well as in studying the cardiovascular system on the basis of the cardiac cycle phase analysis. 

Functional and other possible changes in the cardiovascular system caused by acupuncture 

procedure are recorded by the authors. 

 

Materials and methods 

Three patients of different age and gender, having different diseases were studied. One of the 

patients was examined during two acupuncture sessions. The other two patients underwent 

one acupuncture session. The acupuncturist defined the acupuncture points. The aim of the 

study was recording of the cardiovascular system response to the acupuncture procedure. It 

was important to identify the sensitivity of the diagnostic method to the influence of the 

acupuncture needle. With every patient the ECG and RHEO of the ascending aorta as well as 7 

phase volumes in every cardiac cycle were recorded. 

 

Results 

Fig.1 – Fig.17 give the results of the study. 
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Patient 1. Elderly female 

 

 
Figure 1a. 10:02:12. ECG and RHEO curves at the time preceding the 

acupuncture needle insertion. AP=127/74  (mmHg). 

 

 

 

 
Figure 1b. The values of the phase blood volumes at the time preceding the 

acupuncture needle insertion. MV = 3,94 l/min; SV=59,6 ml/min; HR=66,2 BPM. 
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Figure 2a. 10:13:02. ECG and RHEO curves at the time following the 

acupuncture needle insertion, the patient lying flat with the chest down. 

 

 

 

 
Figure 2b. The values of the phase blood volumes at the time following the acupuncture 

needle insertion, the patient lying flat with the chest down. MV = 4,15 l/min; SV=68,8 

ml/min; HR=61,0 BPM. 
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Figure 3a. 10:37:08. ECG and RHEO curves at the time of the 

acupuncture session. 

 

 

 

 
Figure 3b. The values of the phase blood volumes recorded during the acupuncture 

session. MV = 3,45 l/min; SV=51,2 ml/min; HR=67,3 BPM. 
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Figure 4a. 10:45:03. ECG and RHEO after the acupuncture session,  

without needle insertion. 

  

 

 

 
Figure 4b. The values of the phase blood volumes after the acupuncture session, 

without needle insertion. MV = 3,12 l/min; SV=52,8 ml/min; HR=59,1 BPM.  
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Patient 2. Elderly female 

 

 
Figure 5a. 10:01:55. ECG and RHEO recorded on the first day 

preceding the acupuncture session, the patient lying flat on the back. 

  

 

 

 
Figure 5b. The values of the phase blood volumes recorded on the first day 

preceding the acupuncture session, the patient lying flat on the back.  

MV = 4,74 l/min; SV=53,7 ml/min; HR=88,2 BPM.  
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Figure 6a. 10:14:35. ECG and RHEO recorded on the first day after 

the needle insertion, the patient lying flat with the chest down. 

  

 

 

 
Figure 6b. The values of the phase blood volumes on the first day after the needle 

insertion, the patient lying flat with the chest down.  

MV = 6,37 l/min; SV=99,5 ml/min; HR=64,6 BPM.  
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Figure 7a. 10:31:38. ECG and RHEO recorded on the first day  

of the acupuncture procedure. 

  

 

 

 
Figure 7b. The values of the phase blood volumes on the first day of the acupuncture 

procedure. MV = 4,44 l/min; SV=50,9 ml/min; HR=87,2 BPM.  
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Figure 8a. 10:53:31. ECG and RHEO recorded on the first day  

after the acupuncture procedure, without needle insertion. 

  

 

 

 
Figure 8b. The values of the phase blood volumes recorded on the first day after the 

acupuncture procedure, without needle insertion.  

MV = 4,55 l/min; SV=50,2 ml/min; HR=90,7 BPM.  
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Figure 9a. 10:12:37. ECG and RHEO recorded on the second day 

before the acupuncture session, the patient lying flat on the back, 

without needle insertion. 

  

 

 

 
Figure 9b. The values of the phase blood volumes recorded on the second day before 

the acupuncture session, the patient lying flat on the back, without needle insertion.  

MV = 4,52 l/min; SV=50,4 ml/min; HR=89,7 BPM.  
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Figure 10a. 10:15:54. ECG and RHEO recorded on the second day after 

the acupuncture session, the patient lying flat with the chest down. 

  

 

 

 
Figure 10b. The values of the phase blood volumes recorded on the second day  

after the acupuncture session, the patient lying flat with the chest down.  

MV = 4,40 l/min; SV=57,8 ml/min; HR=83,3 BPM. 
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Figure 11a. 10:27:41. ECG and RHEO recorded on the second day 

during the acupuncture, the patient lying flat with the chest down, 

during sleep. 

  

 

 

 
Figure 11b. The values of the phase blood volumes recorded on the second day during 

the acupuncture, the patient lying flat with the chest down, during sleep.  

MV = 9,95 l/min; SV=272,2 ml/min; HR=36,5 BPM. 
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Figure 12a. 10:42:37. ECG and RHEO recorded on the second day 

after the acupuncture session, without needle insertion. 

  

 

 

 
Figure 12b. The values of the phase blood volumes recorded on the second day after 

the acupuncture session, without needle insertion.  

MV = 4,49 l/min; SV=52,1 ml/min; HR=86,3 BPM. 
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Patient 3. Male, a former sportsman 

 

 
Figure 13a. 11:11:48. ECG and RHEO curves at the time preceding  

the acupuncture needle insertion. 

  

 

 

 
Figure 13b. The values of the phase blood volumes recorded at the time 

preceding the acupuncture needle insertion.  

MV = 2,99 l/min; SV=54,4 ml/min; HR=55,1 BPM. 
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Figure 14a. 11:17:16. ECG and RHEO recorded at the time preceding  

the acupuncture needle insertion. 

  

 

 

 
Figure 14b. The values of the phase blood volumes recorded  

at the time preceding the acupuncture needle insertion.  

MV = 3,09 l/min; SV=52,7 ml/min; HR=58,6 BPM. 
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Figure 15a. 11:30:18. ECG and RHEO recorded  

after the acupuncture needle insertion. 

  

 

 

 
Figure 15b. The values of the phase blood volumes  

recorded after the acupuncture needle insertion.  

MV = 3,00 l/min; SV=53,9 ml/min; HR=55,6 BPM. 
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Figure 16a. 11:56:08. ECG and RHEO recorded at the time of sleep,  

the needles being inserted 

  

 

 

 
Figure 16b. The values of the phase blood volumes recorded  

at the time of sleep, the needles being inserted.   

MV = 3,10 l/min; SV=54,9 ml/мmin; HR=56,9 BPM. 
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Figure 17a. 12:01:58. ECG and RHEO recorded after  

the acupuncture session, no needles being inserted. 

 

 

 

 
Figure 17b. The values of the phase blood volumes recorded  

after the acupuncture session, no needles being inserted.  

MV = 3,01 l/min; SV=55,6 ml/min; HR=54,1 BPM. 
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Discussion and conclusions  

Patient 1. 

Video 1 is offered. 

 

 
See on Youtube: http://youtu.be/u609TbaeXQI 

       
The data of the examination are given in Fig.1 – 4. According to the values of the heart 

cycle phase analysis, the female patient has a weak heart. Large amplitude of wave T and 

wave P are indicative of the problem. The amplitude of wave T increases if it is necessary to 

reduce the resistance load upon the heart. Thus, the compensation mechanism works. Then 

the kinetic energy of the stroke blood volume can transport it to the periphery. Wave P is also 

indicative of the weak heart. The problem can occur when the heart during the early diastole 

phase does not fill the ventricles with the necessary blood volumes. The amplitude of the 

phase of myocardium tension S – L is large as well, and is considered as the compensation 

mechanism. When the muscles of the interventricular septum and the myocardium lack the 

necessary contraction function, the tension of the muscles increases. Thus, the necessary 

pressure for the opening of the heart valve to aorta is created. The small amplitudes of the R 

deflection and S deflection indicate the weakness of the heart. 

The coronary flow is within the norm, thus indicating the decay of the RHEO in phase T – U. 

No characteristics indicating the possibility of sudden cardiac death are traced.  

The phase of rapid ejection of the RHEO in Fig.1a is very short. It is followed by the blood 

pressure fall. Herewith the diastolic volume PV1=40,9 ml/min and PV2=18,7 ml/min 

(s. Fig1b). After the needle insertion the volumes increase to PV1=48,5 ml/min and PV2=19,5 

ml/min respectively (s.Fig2b). Herewith the RHEO form is within the norm. Thus, the 

contraction function of the heart increases under the influence of the needle insertion. 
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After the acupuncture session the diastolic values are as follows: PV1=37,3 ml/min and  

PV2=15,5 ml/min (s. Fig.4b). The stroke volume decreased from SV=59,6 ml/min at the 

beginning of the experiment to SV=52,8 ml/min. The minute volume MV=3,1 l/min decreased 

compared to MV=3,9 l/min. The pumping function of the aorta PV5 decreased from 8,7 ml/min 

to 8,2 ml/min. The values indicate load decrease on all heart segments. Increasing amplitudes 

R and S also show the improvement of the heart functioning. Increase of the R wave and S 

wave amplitudes remains unchanged as well as the decrease of the T wave and P wave 

amplitudes.  

After the acupuncture session the patient’s subjective feeling improved.  

Patient 2. 

Video 2 is offered. 

 

 
See on Youtube: http://youtu.be/1GdY0lpsAnk 

 

The examination information is presented in Fig.5 – Fig.12. Concerning this case it 

should be mentioned that on the first day the hemodynamic response to the needle insertion 

was observed. Thus, after the needle insertion the MV increased from 4,7 l/min to 6,4 l/min. At 

the same time the hemodynamic parameters went beyond the norm (s. Fig.6b). PV2 went 

beyond the norm by 53,21% compared to 11% shown by the other parameters. However, the 

same reaction was not observed during the following day. It should be mentioned that during 

the first day wave T was recorded on the ECG curve at the initial phase but it was not 

generated when the patient was lying flat with the chest down. During the second day wave T 

was constantly observed on the ECG curve. The hemodynamic parameters showed no 

significant changes. Thus, the first acupuncture session contributed to stability of the 

cardiovascular system. 

The representative result of the examination was the recording of the hemodynamic 

parameters during the short-period sleep caused by relaxation after the needle insertion 
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session (s. Fig.11). MV increased to 9,9 l/min compared to 4,7 l/min. The pulse rate decreased 

to 36 BPM compared to 88 BPM. After the short-period sleep the patient recovered quite soon.  

After the needle insertion the values were as follows: MV=4,5 l/min, HR= 86 BPM. 

After the second day of the treatment the patient’s subjective feeling improved and she no 

longer needed help while walking.  

Patient 3 (a former sportsman) 

Video 3 is offered. 

 
See on Youtube: http://youtu.be/S_3VLua3GqA 

 
The course of examination is presented in Fig.13 – Fig.17.  

Let us consider the input data. Fig.1 illustrates that wave P was not recorded on the ECG at 

the time preceding the needle insertion. At the same time it should be noted that arterial 

pressure increase starts early at point Q. Blood pressure increase corresponding to the norm is 

recorded at the phase of rapid ejection. The minute blood volume MV=3,0 l/min;  the stroke 

volume SV=54,4 ml/min; the heart rate HR=55,1 BPM. After the needle insertion, a blood 

pressure increase on the RHEO could be observed starting in point Q on the ECG. In fact, the 

blood pressure increase recorded on the RHEO is minimum. No increase of blood pressure in 

the phase of rapid ejection is observed. As a rule it is caused by the blockers. This fact was 

proved after the acupuncture session. The specifics of the RHEO curve after the acupuncture 

session similar to that observed in Patient 1 before the session should be noted. 

Despite all the procedures performed during the needle insertion the patient’s hemodynamic 

parameters were within the norm.  

The results show that even slight changes in the cardiovascular system can be traced with 

the method of the cardiac cycle phase analysis due to its high sensitivity. 
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Aims The interrelation between hemodynamic changes, functions of the 

cardiovascular system and biochemical reactions in the cells of the heart 

muscle is investigated in the present paper. 

 

 
Materials and 

methods 

Several methods were used to influence the metabolism processes in the 

myocardium. The changes in the phase functions of contraction of different 

cardiac muscles were recorded. In order to have comprehensive influence 

on the metabolism processes, normalization of the acid-base balance was 

performed. L-carnitine and octolipen were used to affect the lipid 

metabolism.  

 

 
Results Phase blood volumes that are characteristic of hemodynamics changed in 

the course of treatment to reach their nornal values. The ECG shape 

during the heart cycle phases also changed to reach the norm. The initial 

ECG shape describing Brugada syndrome almost reached its normal value. 

Extrasystole disappeared therewith. 

 

 
Conclusion The method of the heart cycle phase analysis enables monitoring any 

changes in hemodynamics and functions of the cardiovascular system. The 

method can be used for identifying the original cause of pathologies and 

efficient monitoring of the treatment progress. 
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Introduction 

Cardiovascular system investigations based on the mathematical models of hemodynamics 

developed by the authors, allowed studying in details the contraction functions of different 

parts of the heart during different phases of the cardiac cycle. The proposed fundamentally 

novel diagnostic method based on the phase analysis of the cardiac cycle made it possible to 

monitor any functional and hemodynamic changes in the cardiovascular system. However, 

treatment of patients was always an issue after the diagnosis was established.  

The existing understanding of the interrelations between the shape of the ECG and clinical 

meaning of the pathology were often in conflict with the values obtained in the process of the 

cardiac cycle phase analysis. New knowledge was needed about the processes taking place at 

the cellular level in the cardiovascular system during its performance within the norm and in 

case of pathology. The unique method of the cardiac cycle phase analysis allowed verifying all 

the theoretical concepts based on the biochemical processes underlying development of the 

pathology and affecting the functions of each segment of the cardiovascular system. Moreover, 

it proved possible to identify a number of objective laws concerning the influence of 

biochemical processes in the heart cells upon the shape of ECG and RHEOgrams.  

In the present paper the authors outline their vision of the main biochemical processes 

defining clinical pathology diagnosed using the cardiac cycle phase analysis method. Selection 

of the therapeutic agents for normalization of the diagnosed functional deviations considering 

the biochemical processes underlying these functions resulted in the recovery of the functions. 

 

Materials and methods 

Interrelation between the contraction function of myocardial muscles and 

biochemical processes in the cardiovascular system. Cardiac muscle 

contraction function and cell energy balance  

Investigations based on the cardiac cycle phase analysis have revealed existence of the 

compensation mechanism responsible for proper maintenance of hemodynamics [1]. The 

compensation mechanism operates as follows: the contraction function of the muscles of one 

segment of the cardiovascular system is increased, if and when the function of the other 

adjacent segment shows a decrease. Thus, decrease in the amplitude of the ventricular septum 

contraction causes the amplitude of the ventricles contraction to increase. Or else in case of 

decrease of the amplitude of the myocardium and ventricular septum contraction, the 
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amplitude of the aorta dilatation increases. It is only the cardiac cycle phase analysis that 

enables diagnosing these changes in the cardiovascular system. 

Without knowing the ways of the compensation mechanism performance, neither defining 

the location of the pathology nor monitoring its treatment is possible. The method of phase 

analysis taking into account the compensation mechanism and the cause-and-effect 

relationships enables defining the origin of the pathology. Elimination of the original cause of 

the disease results in normalization of functions of other segments that used to compensate 

the functions of the segment with pathology. 

In this manner, the authors attempted to control the process of influencing the local 

pathological zones. Assessment of the recovery of the segments with pathology revealed that 

the change of function was not caused by the abnormality of conductivity of the cardiac 

electrical system. Responsible for the function change are the biochemical processes taking 

place within the myocardial cells.  

According to the research works of different authors, there exist the factors affecting the 

myocardial cell recovery in terms of their energy supply functions and further normalization of 

the muscle contraction function [2]. I. Leontieva and V. Sukhorukov have introduced a new 

concept of mitochondrial cardiomyopathy.  

Mitochondria are the major consumers of oxygen in the body. Hypoxia resulting from the 

insufficient saturation of blood with oxygen is causing tissue damage up to necrosis. The 

primary symptom of hypoxia is swelling of mitochondria. The mitochondria of the heart 

muscles have anatomic specificities. These are associated with the increased intensity of 

oxidation processes occurring in the cardiovascular system. The main function of mitochondria 

is ATP synthesis based on the uptake of fatty acids, pyruvate and amino acids from cell 

cytoplasm and their oxidative cleavage with generation of Н2О and CO2. Fatty acids can only 

be delivered to mitochondria upon interaction with carnitine. The amount of carnitine depends 

on the amount of secreted endorphins, thus regulating the ATP synthesis. Besides, carnitine 

regulates the exchange of phospholipids, essential for normal functioning of the peripheral and 

central neural system. Its active form, L-carnitine, is used for treating anorexia, extreme 

exhaustion of the body.  

It is due to effective functioning of mitochondria that muscle contraction occurs. They are, 

however, the weakest link in the cell functioning. Hypoxia substantially alters their energy 

budget. Oxidative phosphorylation is inhibited, transferring the mitochondria operation into 

free oxidation mode. Under normal conditions oxidation in mitochondria takes place 

aerobically. In case of ischemia this process becomes anaerobic. Anaerobic processes dominate 

at the heart rates above 150 beats per minute.  
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Stress and functional phase changes  

In order to elucidate the influence of stress upon the work of the heart and define the changes 

associated with this influence, normal energy supply to cardiac myocytes should be 

considered.  

Contractility is the main function of cardiomyocytes. This is an energy dependent process 

requiring the sufficient amount of ATP and Са2+. Energy supply of the heart cells is a number 

of sequential processes, such as binding by carnitine and transportation into mitochondria of 

the oxidation products, ATP generation, its transportation and consumption in various energy-

dependent reactions.  

The main specific features of the cardiomyocyte metabolism are the following: 

• the metabolism is predominantly aerobic. The main way of energy generation is 

oxidative phosphorilation;  

• the main substrates of oxidation are fatty acids; 

• high rate of energy-dependent processes in the myocardium; 

• minimum amount of high-energy compounds. 

Metabolism of cardiomyocytes is predominantly aerobic. Thus, they receive most of the 

energy through transfer of electrons from organic substrates to molecular oxygen. Therefore, 

contraction function of the cardiac muscle is a linear function of the oxygen uptake rate [3,4]. 

Synthesis of molecular ATP occurs in the process of oxidative phosphorylation in mitochondria. 

The amount of the generated ATP depends on the amount of acetyl-CoA (EC 6.4.1.2), which 

gets oxidized in the Krebs cycle. When myocardium is normally supplied with oxygen, 60% to 

80% of the acetyl-CoA is generated due to β-oxidation of fatty acids, 20-30 % being generated 

in the course of aerobic glycolysis. As a result of one loop of the Krebs cycle, one molecule of 

acetyl-CoA gets decomposed to СО2 and Н2О, 38 molecules of ATP being formed. Protons enter 

the mitochondrial respiratory chain in the form of reduced nicotinamides (NAD+ and NADF+). 

The main sources of reducing agents and their interrelation with mitochondrial respiratory 

chain are illustrated in Figure 1.  
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Figure 1. The main sources of reducing agents and their 

interrelation with mitochondrial respiratory chain (NAD – 

nicotinamides). 

 

 

The main transporter of ATP in cardiomyocytes is creatine phosphate. ATP-ADP translocase 

transports ATP to the outer side of the inner mitochondrial membrane, where creatine is 

phosphorylated under the influence of creatinine phosphokinase (EC 2.7.3.2). Thus, creatinine 

phosphate and ADP are generated. Thereafter, ADP is transported inside the mitochondrial 

membrane.  

The most energy-consuming process in the cardiomyocyte is contraction of myofibrils. 

Translocation of counter-lateral actin filaments against myosin filaments towards the center of 

sarcomeres and formation of actin-myosin bridges in the myofibrils occurs when sufficient 

amount of ATP is present.  

Having considered the energy supply of cardiomyocytes within the norm, let us move to 

the metabolic processes occurring under the conditions of local stress.  

From the standpoint of the heart muscle, stress primarily results in hypoxia. Lack of 

oxygen affects all the stages of the cell energy supply (synthesis, transportation and 

consumption of ATP). To compensate this influence, cardiomyocyte mobilizes the intracellular 

energy and reduces energy consumption. The supply of the energy-rich substances – creatine 

phosphate, glucose and triglycerides is insignificant, and the cell soon starts to experience 

energy shortage. Anaerobic glycolysis is then activated to overcome the energy shortage.  

Changes of fatty acid metabolism during hypoxia are characterized by disruption of β-

oxidation of fatty acids, which is associated with the decrease of the L-carnitine level caused 

by stress. Intracellular accumulation of fatty acids, acyl-carnitine and acyl-CoA (EC 6.2.1.3) 
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occurs. The increase of acyl-CoA concentration suppresses transportation of adenine 

nucleotides in mitochondria.  

Development of hypoxia decreases the share of aerobic glycolysis to 5%. Thus, under 

conditions of stress caused by lack of oxygen energy, energy supply in cardiomyocytes is 

reduced by 65-95% of its normal value. Anaerobic glycolysis is then activated to compensate 

for the energy deficiency. Generation of ATP is reduced to 2 molecules per a molecule of 

glucose (as compared to 38 molecules under normal conditions). Increase of the share of the 

anaerobic glycolysis covers about 60-70% of the energy consumption. However, in case of the 

long-lasting hypoxia such compensation is dangerous.  

In the course of anaerobic glycolysis, lactate builds up causing lactic acidosis. Against this 

background, concentration of ATP hydrolysis products and free fatty acids causes intracellular 

acidosis. This process is accompanied by the loss of integrity of lysosomal membranes and 

release of lysosomal ferments that results in the damage of mitochondria ultra structure under 

conditions of energy deficiency. 

The energy deficiency also contributes to ion imbalance. Reduced concentration of ATP 

limits the functioning of the Na+/K+ pump of the cellular membranes. Consequentially, sodium 

and potassium ion concentration gradients start to decrease. Concentration of sodium ions in 

cardiomyocytes along with the increase of potassium ions concentration in the extracellular 

substance result in the decrease of the resting potential and reduced duration of the action 

potential. Such deviations from the normal concentrations of ions in the intracellular and 

extracellular substabces cause hyperosmia, i.e. cell swelling, disrupting calcium homeostasis in 

cardiomyocytes. Conductivity and contractility of certain sections of the cardiac muscle 

degrade, whereas neighboring parts of the cardiac muscle take additional load in a 

compensatory manner. These processes are clearly reflected in the cardiac cycle phases on the 

ECG. Relevant examples are given at the end of the paper.  

These abnormalities can be traced with the aid of identifying changes in the functional 

phase contractions of the heart muscle.  

Neural pulse interaction with the cell 

The influence of neural pulse on cardiac cells is associated primarily with initiation of sequential 

interrelated processes supporting cardiac muscle contraction.  

Normal rhythmic contractions of cells occur as a result of spontaneous activity of the cells 

of the pacemaker located in the sinoatrial node (SA node). Time interval between the heart 

contractions is determined by the time needed by the membranes of the pacemaker cells to 

reach the threshold level due to depolarization. Autonomous frequency of heart contractions is 
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about 100 beats per minute without external impact. An external impact is needed in order to 

increase or decrease the heart rate.  

Vegetative nervous system influences the heart beat rate in two ways. The fibers of both 

sympathetic and parasympathetic parts of the vegetative nervous system terminate on the 

cells of the SA node and affect the heart rate. This impact is caused by the change in the 

process of spontaneous (autonomous) depolarization of the resting potential in the pacemaker 

cells of the sinoatrial node.  

Acetylcholine released by parasympathetic neural fibers going to the heart as a part of 

branches of vagus nerve increases permeability of the membranes at rest for К+ and decreases 

diastolic permeability for Na+. These changes of permeability have two effects on the resting 

potential of the pacemaker cells. Firstly, they cause initial hyperpolarization of the membrane 

resting potential, making it closer to the potassium equilibrium potential. Secondly, they 

decrease the rate of spontaneous depolarization of the membrane at rest. Both these effects 

tend to increase the time interval between heart contractions due to increased period of 

depolarization of the resting membrane to the threshold value.  

Sympathetic neural fibers release noradrenaline which increases the Na+ and Ca2+ intake 

by the cell during the diastole. These changes increase heart beat rate due to the increased 

rate of diastolic depolarization.  

Besides influencing the heart beat rate, vegetative neural fibers affect the rate of 

conductivity of action potentials through heart tissues. The enhanced sympathetic influence 

increases the conductivity rate, whereas the enhanced parasympathetic influence decreases 

the conductivity rate of action potentials. 

Cardiomyocyte contraction is initiated by the influence of the action potential signal on the 

intracellular organelles, resulting in increased tension and contraction of the cell. This process 

is known as excitation-contraction coupling. The key element of these processes is an abrupt 

increase in intracellular concentration of free Са2+. Concentration of Са2+ changes from less 

than 0.1 µm at rest to 100 µm during maximal activity of the contractility function.  

If we now recall the influence of local stress on cardiomyocytes and mechanisms of its 

occurrence, the reasons for dysfunction of the cardiac muscle contractility can be explained. 

When the energy transformation processes in mitochondria become abnormal, parts of the 

respiratory chain are inhibited by specific therapeutic agents, chemical reagents or antibiotics, 

decrease of the amplitude of the cardiomyocyte contraction due to lack of ATP is observed. 

Thereafter, due to accumulation of free fatty acids, hydrolysis products and lactate, as well as 

due to development of intercellular acidosis and loss of ion balance of the cell, conductivity of 

action potential becomes abnormal, resulting not only in abnormal conductivity of the heart 
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muscle but in abnormality of the regulatory influence of the neural system on the work of the 

heart as a whole.  

Endorphin stimulation as a natural way of enhancing stress resistance 

Having considered the specifics of biochemical processes taking place in the cardiac muscle in 

case of stress, we can touch upon another important problem concerning the facilities of the 

organism for fighting stress. 

It is known that when stress factors appear, all the systems of the body are activated. 

These processes are aimed at maintaining integrity, normal performance and survival of an 

organism. Regulation of the cascades of biochemical reactions occurring in response to stress 

factors is mediated by interactions of neural and endocrinal systems.  

 

 
Figure 2. Stimulation of the neuroendocrine 

regulation mechanism by stress. 

 

 
As shown in Fig.2, as a result of stress the central neural system activates the following 

pathway of neuroendocrinal regulation: hypothalamus – corticoliberin – hypophysis - 

adrenocorticotrophic hormone (ACTH) – suprarenal gland – cortisol. Besides the 

adrenocorticotrophic hormone (ACTH), β-lipotropic hormone (LPH) is generated from the C-

terminal part of the protein. LPH proteolysis results in generation of either γ-LPH and β-
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endorphin, or β-melanotropin and γ-endorphin. Beside that, LPH can decompose to α-

endorphin and met-enkephalin. Simultaneous production of all these hormones causes the 

following effects:  

• enhancement of carbohydrate metabolism (glucocorticoids);  

• enhancement of lipid metabolism (lipotropins);  

• reduced pain sensibility and euphoric sensation (endorphins and enkephalines);  

• stimulation of the immune system (melanotropin). 

Thus, there is a system of regulatory signals initiated by a single stimulus regulating 

simultaneously a number of metabolic processes and receptor systems.  

Practical application of cardiac cycle phase analysis for monitoring the recovery 

of the functions of cardiovascular system in the process of treatment 

Based on our understanding of biophysical processes and having a tool for investigating phase 

processes of the heart function, we attempted to provide comprehensive influence on the 

metabolic processes occurring in the myocardium and trace the changes in the phase functions 

of the heart contraction.  

In order to influence the metabolism in an integrated manner, we performed normalization 

of the acid-base balance. L-carnitine and octolipen were used to affect the lipid metabolism. 

The method of transcranial electrostimulation was used in order to increase production of the 

hypophysis hormones (adrenocorticotropic (ACTH) hormone, LPH, melanotropin, endorphins 

and enkephalines). 

During this study, we monitored not only changes of the cardiac phase functions, but also 

the phase hemodynamic parameters.  

The results presented below were obtained in the course of the comprehensive influence on 

the patient organisms.  

Figure 3 illustrates the initial results. These are ECG and RHEO records of the ascending 

aorta and the table with the phase hemodynamic parameters. The ECG and RHEO records 

correspond to the same cardiac cycle. For the sake of convenience, only one cardiac cycle is 

represented in the figure. The table summarizes results for 18 cardiac cycles. The number of 

the cycles is not specified during the recording. The duration of the record is about 20 seconds. 

This period is sufficient to obtain the information for evaluating the hemodynamic parameters 

of several cardiac cycles.  

The shape of the ECG corresponds to Brugada syndrome. Interventricular septum lost its 

contraction function. This is evidenced by minimal amplitude of the R wave. Expansion of the S 

wave is a compensation function. Experiencing an increased contraction load, the myocardial 
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muscle expanded. Raise of S-L wave on the ECG is indicative of the increased arterial 

pressure. In this case, there is a continuous myocardium tension since the amplitude of the SL 

phase is above the isoelectric line in each cardiac cycle.  

The identified factors allow making conclusions and selecting the treatment strategy. The 

primary cause is the problem with the interventricular septum, and it is this problem that has 

to be treated. Widening of the S wave and high amplitude of the S-L phase are secondary 

factors caused by the compensation mechanism of substitution of its lost function. In case of 

the successful recovery of the interventricular septum function, other functions will normalize 

on their own.  

There was an assumption that the problem of the loss of contractility function is based on 

mitochondrial cardiomyopathy. It was therefore decided that the patient should take L-

carnitine simultaneously with octolipen. In addition to that, daily use of the breathing exerciser 

was prescribed in order to normalize the balance of carbon dioxide and oxygen in blood. These 

procedures were performed domiciliary. In the outpatient conditions, the patient was 

undergoing electrical treatment, excitation of specific cranial zones with small current pulses in 

order to stimulate the release of endorphins. No diet limitations were imposed.  

According to the phase analysis results represented in the table in Fig.3, in the beginning of 

the treatment the average value of the cardiac output (minute blood volume) of the patient 

was MV = 9.71 liters. In the course of treatment, MV variations from 7.63 liters to 10.93 liters 

were recorded. 

 

 

 
Figure 3. September 2010. 
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Two months later, the results presented in Fig.4 were recorded. The results were obtained 

when the patient’s body was in vertical position during orthostatic test. Bifurcation of wave S is 

clearly visible. It is not pathology, but rather a reaction of the myocardium to overload. When 

the patient was in horizontal position, no bifurcation or vibrations were observed. However, 

already in the next cycle the ECG assumes fairly normal shape, though the shape is not within 

the norm yet. It is shown by the parameters of hemodynamics, namely the minute volume MV.  

 

 

 
Figure 4. November 2010. 

 

 

A month later the ECG curve was not within the norm, but the average value of MV 

decreased to 9.06 liters.  

 

 

 
Figure 5. December 2010. 

 

 
Two months later, hemodynamic parameters grew slightly. The patient continued to receive 

the treatment, only octolipen being excluded.  
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Figure 6. February 2011. 

 

 
Another month later the patient stated that he had gone through medical examination in 

the regional clinics, where he was offered a surgery to narrow the ventricular septum. The 

patient rejected the surgery. The performed coronary angiography indicated that the coronary 

arteries were clear. The patient was concerned with premature beats (extra systole). Fig.6 

illustrates the original record made during examination of the phase parameters.  
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Figure 7. March 2011. 

 

 

After a series of squats, extra systole was recorded (see Fig.8). The Minute volume MV 

increased to 13.66 liters.  

 

 

 
Figure 8. March 2011. The squats caused extra systole. 

 

 

After relaxation of the patient, the extra systoles disappeared. MV = 13.32. 
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Figure 9. March 2011. Relaxation after extra systole. 

 

 
The treatment course was continued. Two months later, the ECG curve was almost within 

the norm. No extra systoles were recorded. MV = 7.72 liters. 

 

 

 

 
Figure 10. May 2011. 
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Results 

Interrelation between biochemical processes occurring in the cardiovascular system and the 

changes in the phase characteristics of the ECG is studied. 

 

Discussion and conclusions 

The method of the heart cycle phase analysis allows monitoring any changes of 

hemodynamics and functions of the cardiovascular system. The method can be used to identify 

the original cause of pathologies and to efficiently monitor the treatment progress.  
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Aims The article aims at describing the basic system criteria of the ECG 

interpretation on the basis of the cardiac cycle phase processes as well as 

systematizing these criteria for developing new standards for the ECG 

classification. 

 

 
Materials and 

methods 

An original ECG lead of the ascending aorta is proposed. It identifies the 

boundaries of the rapid and slow ejection phases. The concepts and 

description of the ECG waves are introduced. The amplitudes of the ECG 

waves are used to characterize the contraction of the muscles of the 

cardiovascular system segments.  

 

 
Results The general principles of the ECG standardization based on the amplitude 

analysis of the ECG waves are described. 

 

 
Conclusion Development of the standardization system will contribute to quality 

improvement of the diagnostics performed by practising physicians.  
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Introduction 

The heart cycle phase analysis based on the mathematical equations by G. Poyedinstev and O. 

Voronova is a foundation for practically obtaining new data on normal performance of the 

human cardiovascular system, cardiovascular pathology, and therapy control aimed at 

recovery processes [1]. It provides a way to establish cause-effect relationship between the 

mechanism and the behavior of pathological processes. 

Considering the fact that the application of this method in clinical practice has been 

producing further novel data and ideas, it is obvious that even the results already achieved can 

radically change the conventional approaches in electrophysiology. This gives us an 

opportunity to utilize electrocardiography in a more efficient way in solving practical problems.  

This implies the following: 

1. Screening to reveal risk groups; 

2. Establishing diagnosis and deciding on treatment strategy; 

3. On-line monitoring of therapy efficiency; 

4. On-line acute and surgical monitoring; 

5. Monitoring of age-related changes; 

6. Evaluation of efficiency of training procedures for conditioning in sports. 

For these purposes, an electrocardiogram (ECG) is recorded according to an innovative 

technology developed by the authors hereof in order to identify the phase pattern of a heart 

cycle. This technology is easier in use than the existing one and can deliver data of higher 

informative value. 

There are certain difficulties which exist in early diagnosis of the cardiovascular diseases 

since it is very often the case when variations of hemodynamic parameters of a person, who is 

absolutely healthy but who stands under exercise load, may be even far beyond the scope of 

pathology changes.  

Many questions might come to mind of how age-related changes affect the performance of 

the cardiovascular system. Of great importance is an evaluation of the coronary flow.  

Another subject treated by the authors in their researches is the problem of sudden cardiac 

death. The authors succeeded in establishing criteria for early diagnosis for the said death 

cases that makes possible now to forecast and avoid such potential risks by taking adequate 

preventive measures. 

All results of the researches described herein have been clinically verified and validated. 

Contrary to many conventional well-known methods of diagnosis, the informative potentialities 
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of which have been already exhausted, the method of the heart cycle phase analysis is well 

under way.  

 

Materials and methods  

Development of innovative ECG recording technology 

As mentioned above, one of the key issues in the heart cycle phase analysis is an ECG 

recording technology. Beginning with W. Einthoven, the challenge to research was how to 

record electrical activity of different parts of the cardiac muscle. In more exact terms, the final 

goal of those investigations was to develop methods of diagnostics of the structural features 

and the performance of the individual heart segments (left & right ventricles and atria) by 

interpreting an ECG curve. Making step by step on the road to the said goal, the investigators 

have come to their conclusion that there is a phase mechanism in existence, which is 

responsible for the proper performance of our heart. Therefore, most attention has been 

concentrated on this subject in further research.  

That has become a driving force for an increase in ECG channels, the number of which 

reaches one hundred. Then, computer-assisted equipment offered new opportunities in an 

advanced mathematical modeling. In particular, as a consequence, that gave rise to a radically 

new method of ECG recording. Next step in the history of electrocardiography was the EASI 

method [1] (Fig.1). Thereupon, a new trend made its appearance: to reduce the number of the 

recording electrodes and provide at the same time a greater volume of information.  

 

 

 
Figure 1. Development of ECG recording methods. 

 

 
But all that has not assisted in the development of the heart cycle phase analysis. In the 

1980s, the mode of elevated fluidity of liquid was discovered by G. Poyedintsev and O. 

Voronova (the so called ”third” mode of flow), an innovative mathematical model of the blood 

flow through blood vessels and new methods how to calculate hemodynamic parameters, 

based on durations of the respective phases of every heart cycle were offered by the above 

scientists [2]. By this means the theoretical foundation was created in order to develop the 
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phase analysis at a new level. But the only way to implement the above mathematics was an 

elaboration of a new reliable method of recording of the phase pattern of the heart cycle. 

At that time there was no unambiguous interpretation available how to identify the heart 

cycle phase boundaries on an ECG curve. Different research schools gave their different 

descriptions of criteria of how to properly record the phases. First of all, it was applicable to 

key wave point S on an ECG curve. For instance, each channel in 6-lead ECG recording delivers 

different values of the same R-S interval. 

The EASI method at its core delivers additional sources of errors in ECG processing. In order 

to properly record all phases, it was required to minimize the number of the channels for error 

reduction. At the beginning of the 2000s, medical scientists succeeded in identifying those 

areas on the human body where ECG recording electrodes are to be placed to obtain all fine 

points of electric activity of the heart [1]. It has been detected that the area delivering the 

most informative signals is located within the zone of the ascending aorta (Fig.1). It should be 

mentioned, that it is important that the second electrode is not neutral but an active one, 

contrary to other known methods. This electrode should be located within the area of the heart 

apex. As a result, using one ECG channel only, we obtain full information about electric activity 

within the area located between the aorta and the apex of the heart. Principally, it is essential 

that we deal with a signal that is not integrated because of parallel influence of conductivity of 

the closely-located tissues, as it may be the case with other conventional methods where the 

second electrode is used as the neutral zone (Fig.2). In particular, it is critical for recording of 

interval S – T, which includes 4 periods of the phase pattern of the heart cycle.  
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Figure 2. A clear ECG signal according to Cardiocode single-channel 

method versus standard V3 lead ECG signal modified due to 

integration. 

A difference between the durations of the same R – S interval is 

about 25% 

 

 
Searching for criteria of how to record point S was successfully completed by the authors on 

the basis of the equаtions by G.Poyedintsev – O.Voronova. It follows from the equations that 

the sum of diastolic phase volumes PV1 and PV2, should be equal and the systolic phase 

volumes PV3 and PV4 as well as stroke volume SV can be expressed as follows [1]: 

 

PV1+PV2 = PV3 + PV4 = SV (1) 

 

Taking into account the fact that the above equations include several phases of the heart 

cycle, to make this exactly equal is possible only when all phases are recorded in the 

absolutely proper way. By experiment, the required criteria for the appropriate recording of 

every phase have been found by local extrema on the first order derivative of an ECG. It is of 

importance that first time a universal criterion has been established to record any phase at all.  

In the course of the investigations, another thing has been revealed: the widely used 

conventional electronic filters are not substantiated from the scientific point of view, when 

selecting the proper pass bands, so that they produce signal distortions. Of special note is in 
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this case the lower cut-off frequency of the filters. It is just the frequency that is favorably 

used in Cardiocode technology based on the many years’ experience.  

Finally, according to equation (1), only the Cardiocode technology is capable of recording an 

ECG from the aorta with identification of every phase at local extrema of the first derivative. 

Any other methods or procedures are not acceptable for making heart cycle phase analysis. 

But it was found that recording of an ECG curve alone is not sufficient for analysis of the 

performance of the cardiovascular system. Therefore, it was required to develop the so called 

pin-point rheography, when a rheogram is recorded from the ECG electrodes simultaneously 

with the ECG. Two signals of different nature that are recorded at the same time give a 

comprehensive idea of how the cardiovascular system performs. 

Single-channel recording of the ECG from ascending aorta, supplemented by 

simultaneous recording of aortic pin-point RHEOgram (Cardiocode technology). 

A synchronous recording of a RHEOgram from the ECG electrodes is possible when an 

additional external sinusoidal high-frequency signal, supplied by a generator, passes the 

electrode area. This frequency is amplitude-modulated by blood circulation. The modulation 

shape is equivalent to changes in blood filling within the given area. By detecting a signal, we 

obtain a RHEO signal, the shape of which is equivalent to changes in arterial pressure. 

According to the Cardiocode technology, the RHEO signal is picked off the ECG electrodes, 

therefore the generating electrodes for RHEO recording should be placed adjacent to the ECG 

electrodes. A scheme of electrode arrangement is shown in Figure 3 below. 

 

 

 
Figure 3. Scheme of electrode arrangement 

for synchronous recording of ECG and RHEO 

from ascending aorta. 
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An ECG and a RHEO produced in such a way contain full information of hemodynamics and 

the performance of the cardiovascular system. Figure 4 displays ECG and RHEO signals 

recorded synchronously.  

The said figure consists of two parts. “A” exhibits actual ECG and RHEO curves 

demonstrated on the instrument display after recording. The first derivative of the ECG curve 

is located in between them. Local extremes on the derivative which are used for identification 

of the heart cycle phases are clearly marked. For instance, phase S – L is identified in such a 

manner. There is no other way available to detect this phase with a high accuracy. For 

convenience, in order to properly analyze the relations between the phases on the ECG and 

RHEO curves, their ideal models are presented in figure “B”.  

 

 

 
Figure 4. Real ECG and RHEO curves recorded from ascending aorta; 

Ideal ECG and RHEO curves theoretically constructed. 

 

 

Specific criteria established for identification of the phase boundaries make it easy to 

identify wave point j. Little is known about this wave from the literature: it is called M. Osborn 

wave. Phase L – j refers to the phase of rapid ejection, and it is characterized by hemodynamic 
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parameter PV3. The systolic pressure can be evaluated by a slope ratio of the RHEO curve in 

this phase.  

Of particular interest is segment j – T (initiation of wave Т), that is an integral part of slow 

ejection phase. This interval has never been identified or described in the electrophysiology 

literature. This period of time is required to distribute stroke volume SV throughout the space 

within the aorta, expanding the latter. The duration of this segment depends on elastic 

properties of the aorta, so that it increases with loss of its elasticity. Following this way, we can 

produce a criterion for evaluation of the aorta elasticity status. 

The distinctive feature of our innovative technology and methodology is that it is now 

possible to evaluate the coronary flow qualitatively. For this purpose, wave U is analyzed. The 

said wave appears in premature diastole phase Т (wave decay) – P (wave initiation). The 

authors think that the appearance of this wave is associated with the coronary flow features. 

But many other questions remain to be answered in this connection. At present, some 

preliminary conclusions can be made only. We are carrying out our further investigations in 

this area, and there are good grounds to believe that they will be successful. 

In order to analyze an ECG in combination with a RHEO, both curves should be 

synchronized. This step is of great importance. To do this, provided should be that the RHEO 

curve meets the isoelectric line at the point corresponding to point S on the respective ECG. In 

this case, it becomes possible to analyze arterial pressure development in the aorta both 

before and after opening of the aortic valve as shown in Figure 5 below. 

 

 

 
Figure 5. Ideal ECG and RHEO curves. 

An interval is marked where a diastolic 

AP buildup can be evaluated. 
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The RHEO isoelectric line meets point S on the ECG curve. It makes possible to evaluate an 

AP increase both before and after opening of aortic valve. Normally, the RHEO curve in phase 

S – L should be horizontal, and the AP buildup should be started at point L. 

Classification of ECG curve shapes by reference criteria 

The long-time researches of the performance of the cardiovascular system by the Cardiocode 

technology result in identification of such ECG and RHEO curve shapes that can be considered 

to be the reference curves. Figure 6 displays some recorded curves which are accepted by us 

as the references. Considering the fact that “a reference” is a matter of convention, such 

axiomatic approach, as it is often the case in practice, can solve a lot of problems in 

introducing the phase analysis theory. 

 

 

 
Figure 6. ECG and RHEO reference curves  

applied in practice for phase analysis. 

 

  
The recorded curves should be classified by changes in the contraction function of the 

respective heart muscle area in each phase. On an ECG curve we can find the contraction 

function being expressed as phase amplitudes. Let us denote the respective maxima and 

minima on an ECG by conventional letters P; - Q; R; - S; L; j; T and U (Fig.7). It should be 

noted that it is our own legend since the same lettering is typically used for the conventional 

ECG waves but in our case the same letters carry other information, and, in order to avoid any 

confusion, they are underlined herein.  
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Figure 7. Maxima and minima on ECG, which 

correspond to the respective heart cycle phases 

and characterize the contraction function of the 

muscle groups in the given phase. 

 

 
An indication is amplitude displacement of maxima or minima. 

Let us denote the amplitudes of waves on the reference ECG curve as follows: 

P1; - Q1; R1; - S1; L1; j1; T1; U1 

If amplitudes of the waves on a real ECG differ from their reference, numerical coefficients 

should be other, too. For instance, if amplitude R is greater, we obtain R1,5 or R2 . With a 

decrease in the amplitude, we have R0,5 or R0 (for the Brugada syndrome). 

Information about the performance of the cardiovascular system presented in such a way is 

suitable to be processed automatically. The only thing for a doctor is in this case to analyze the 

obtained data in the context of the actual cause-effect relations and establish the primary 

cause of the changes in the performance. To make it easier, the changed amplitudes may be 

marked only. As an example, a recorded curve indicating an increased pumping function of the 

aorta and a diminished function of the myocardium contraction should be presented as follows: 

Т2 ; - S 0,1 

The investigations carried out by us create a basis for classification of 19 most significant 

cases of functional changes that may occur in a staged manner and lead to some 

cardiovascular pathology cases. These cases are as given below: 

1. Increased function of contraction of interventricular septum (IVS); 

2. Diminished function of contraction of IVS; 

3. Diminished function of contraction of IVS and myocardium; 

4. Diminished function of contraction of myocardium; 

5. Reduced level of relaxation of heart in premature diastole (appearance of multiple Р 

waves); 

6. Condition of coronary flow; 

7. Condition of function of regulation of diastolic AP; 
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8. Condition of function of regulation of systolic AP; 

9. Effect of reverse contraction of IVS (at 100% passivity of myocardium); 

10. Q wave dip; 

11. No-S-wave and P-variation effect; 

12. No-premature-diastole effect; 

13. Regurgitation of aortic and mitral valves; 

14. R-wave-bifurcation effect; 

15. T-wave inversion effect; 

16. No-P-wave effect; 

17. P – Q phase changes; 

18. Respiratory arrhythmia (QRS after Т wave); 

19. Т and Р wave bifurcation. 

It is impossible to present here all possible variations of the functional changes. Maybe, it 

should be treated separately in another book. Therefore, it is reasonable to outline general 

approaches to the proposed classification only and give some exemplary cases herein.  

In practice, we always deal with a great variety of ECGs and RHEO curves so that no two 

curves are alike. It depends on individual features of the performance of the cardiovascular 

system of everybody. Therefore, it is expedient to consider a certain scope of functional 

changes and their peculiarities which may be typical for any pathology case. 

The significance of the above classification is based on its practical effect. It allows for 

evaluating a deviation of a function from its conventional norm and detecting primary cause of 

the changes. Moreover, this approach makes possible early diagnostics in case of a pathology 

developing process well in advance so that the most favorable conditions are met to apply the 

most efficient ways to improve the functions.  

Increased function of contraction of interventricular septum (IVS) 

Table 1 illustrates one of 19 cases of the functional changes. It is a staged increase of the 

function of the contraction of the IVS up to its limiting critical level.  
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Table 1. Increased function of contraction of IVS up to its limiting critical level. 

 

Figures 8, 9 and 10 display the recorded curves to be classified. 

 

 
Figure 8. Stage 2: R2; – S2; –L2 

 

 

Temporal 
development 

(stage) 
R - S L 

Associated features 
Symptom Clinical aspect 

Increased Q –S width 

1 R1,5 - S0,5  - - - 

2 R2 - S2 -L2 Increased - - 

3 R3 - S2 -L3 Increased 
Periodical short-time 

vertigo Manifestation 
not in every 
heart cycle 4 R4 - S4 -L4 

High probability of IVS 
“attenuation” in 

contraction 

Periodical loss of 
consciousness 

5    - - 
Sudden cardiac 

death 
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Figure 9. Stage 3: R3; – S3; –L3 

 

 

 

 
Figure 10. Stage 4: R4; – S4; –L4 
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Diminished function of contraction of interventricular septum (IVS) 

Item number two in the list of the significant functional changes is diminished function of 

contraction of the IVS (Table 2 below).  

 

Table 2. Diminished function of contraction of IVS. 

 
Energetical processes which occur in the muscle cells of the septum, the myocardium and 

the atria play a decisive role in the performance of the heart. The energetics depends on 

biochemical processes that maintain the functioning of mitochondria in tissue cells. The cell 

membranes and the transport elements are key factors in the said processes. Changes in 

mitochondria energetics are directly proportional to the function of the muscle contraction. The 

authors have recorded in practice a complete range of ECG changes of one patient from the 

extremely pathological Brugada syndrome before therapy up to the normal condition after the 

required treatment received. The recovery of the functions of the cardiovascular system was 

provided by re-establishing of functioning of mitochondria and restoring the carbon dioxide – 

oxygen balance in blood. Figures 11 - 16 show the ECG and RHEO curves recorded in 

orthostatic testing within the period of time from the beginning of the therapy up to achieving 

the acceptable treatment results. The said figures in the above case illustrate the curves 

arranged in the reverse order in order to provide insight into the development of the ECG 

characteristics, beginning with the achieved normal status and ending with the initial extreme 

pathology, i.e., the Brugada syndrome.  

The represented history can be described on the basis of the classification as mentioned 

above. The exemplary curves illustrate how the compensation mechanisms start their 

Temporal 
development 

(stage) 
R - S L T 

Associated 
features 

Symptom 
Clinical 
aspect Increased 

R – S width 

1 R0,75  L1,5 T1,5  Increased diastolic AP 

Manifestation 

in every 
heart cycle 

2 R0,5  L2 T1,75 Increased 

Manifestation of periodical 
extrasystoles. Increased 
systolic AP at increased 

diastolic AP 

3 R0,25 - S1,25 L2 T1,75 Wide 
Increased systolic AP at 
increased diastolic AP 

4 R0,25 - S1,25 L2 T2 Wide 

S-wave double contraction 
at normalization of its 

width. Instability of this 
process is recorded 

5 R0,25 - S1,5 L2 T2 Wide 
Increased systolic AP at 
increased diastolic AP 

6 R0,1 - S1,5 L2,5 T2,5  
High systolic AP at high 

diastolic AP 

7 
R-

wave 
dip 
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operation. It should be noted that the compensation mechanism takes effect at MV > 4,5 

l/min.  

Next to last stage 6 offers ECG curves where R wave is not available at all and where we 

observe a considerable widening of the S-wave and a significant increase in amplitude of wave 

S – L. This ECG curve shape is typical for the Brugada syndrome.  

The suggested classification can be very effectively used in practice. Table 2 given above 

shows that every stage has its own risk level, considering changes in the function of 

contraction of the IVS. It enables to identify in the very efficient way certain risk groups 

among patients to be examined during either their routine periodic health examination or 

under emergency conditions. 

 

 

 
Figure 11. Stage 1: R0,75; L1,5; T1,5 

 

 
It should be mentioned that the Cardiocode technology requires an orthostatic testing. That 

means that cardiac signals should be recorded both in lying and sitting positions. Recording in 

lying position lasts over 20 seconds, then the patient should change his/her position to sitting, 

and another 20 second-recording should be carried out within next 1 minute thereupon. It is 

also advisable to offer to the patient to squat 10 – 15 times, and thereupon to record the 

curves the third time in a session with the same patient in standing position.  
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Figure 12 (а). Stage 2: R0,5; L2; T1,75 

 

 

 

 
Figure 12 (b). Stage 2: Appearance of extrasystoles  

after exercise stress or poor sleep. 
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Figure 13. Stage 3: R0,25; - S1,25; L2; T1,75 

 

 

 

 
Figure 14. Stage 4: R0,25; - S1,25; L 2; T2  

The S wave recovering after double contraction is observable. 

The record was produced in orthostatic testing. 
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Figure 15. Stage 5: R0,25; - S1,25; L2; T2 

 

 

 

 
Figure 16. Stage 6: R0,1; - S1,5; L1,25; T2,5. 

Brugada syndrome manifestation. 

 

 

Diminished function of interventricular septum and myocardium 

Cases of diminished contraction function of the interventricular septum and the myocardium 

are observed in clinical practice (Fig. 17). In these cases, the QRS complex shows very small 

amplitudes. It indicates that the contraction function of the IVS and the myocardium is 

diminished. The relaxation of the heart in the premature diastole phase is weakened. In order 

to provide the proper blood filling of the heart, the contraction function of the atria increases, 

as evidenced by the high amplitude of the Р wave. In the given case, the pressure, actually 

built up by the heart, is not high enough due to the diminished function of the myocardium. As 
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a consequence, in order to reduce the resistance to the blood flow, the aorta is expanded and 

exceeds its normal volume that is reflected on the ECG curve in an increasing of amplitude of 

wave Т.  

 

 

 
Figure 17. Diminished contraction function  

of IVS and myocardium. 

 

 
According to the lettering used for the suggested classification, the ECG can be described as 

follows: 

R0,25; - S0,25; Р3; T3 

Considering the fact that the reference ECG curves, as shown in Fig.6, are taken as the 

basis, we can obtain more precisely coefficients in automatic measuring of the actual ECG 

version given in Figure 17. These coefficients assist in understanding of what group is 

applicable to the given record. In order to qualify the primary cause of any cardiovascular 

pathology, it is also required to involve the respective RHEO into the phase analysis. It should 

be mentioned that it is not our intention to treat this issue in this paper.  

Condition of functioning of regulation of diastolic AP (R-wave bifurcation effect) 

The process of regulation of diastolic pressure, as described in the paper above, in case of 

pathology, is provided by different compensation mechanisms. In the instance illustrated in 

Figure 18, the problem with the myocardium contraction is connected with the coronary flow. 

The compensation mechanism manifested as R-wave bifurcation makes possible to maintain 

the blood flow unhindered in the ventricles and provide the blood flow with the valves closed 

due to additional vibration of the IVS.  

The classification can be expressed as follows:  

(R1,5; R1,5); - S0,25.  
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Figure 18. Condition of function of regulation  

of diastolic AP (R-wave bifurcation effect). 

 

Condition of function of regulation of diastolic AP. IVS reverse contraction 

effect at 100% passivity of myocardium 

Another case of the operation of the compensation mechanism, when the myocardium is 

passive, is an IVS reverse contraction effect (Fig. 19). It can be treated as an extreme case of 

R-wave bifurcation. But it is caused by a pathology problem other than the coronary flow. As a 

rule, the case history of such patients contains records of close-spaced respiratory diseases in 

infancy.  

This curve version can be classified as given below:  

(-R1,5; R1,5); S0,25.  

 

 

 
Figure 19. IVS reverse contraction effect at 100% 

passivity of myocardium. It appears at all times 

irrespective of the patient’s position in orthostatic testing. 
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One more case of the manifestation of the IVS reverse effect was recorded during the 

orthostatic testing of one of the patients. Figure 20а demonstrates the R wave bifurcation for 

horizontal position of the patient. When changing to the vertical position, appeared is 

permanently the said IVS reverse effect (Fig. 20 b). By analyzing the respective RHEO curve 

shape we can detect an aortic dilatation since there is no increase in the AP in the slow 

ejection phase for the patient’s vertical position available.  

 

 

 
Figure 20 (а). The classified curve can be presented as follows: 

(R1,25; R1,5); -S0,25 

 

 

 

 
Figure 20 (b). The curve can be classified as follows:  

(-R0,5; R1,5); -S0,25 
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No-S-wave & P-variation effect  

The authors recorded and investigated the case of no-S-wave & P-variation effect (s. Fig. 21). 

On these conditions, the compensation mechanisms are not capable of providing the proper 

hemodynamics, therefore, it is the septum only which is in operation. It is evident from Figure 

21 that hemodynamics is maintained due to the second P-wave periodically appearing on the 

ECG. Thereupon, the arterial pressure reaches its norm but in subsequent cycles it rapidly 

drops and remains at its low level, and the P-wave is not available. Such fluctuations are 

synchronized by respiratory rhythm. It is remarkable that this patient visited the doctor 

unaccompanied, and before visiting the doctor he had not received any treatment at hospital.  

The record of this type can be classified as given below:  

(R3); -S0,25.  

 

 

 
Figure 21. No-S-wave & P-variation effect. 

 

 

Results 

General principles of the ECG standardization based on the amplitude analysis of the ECG 

waves are described. Some of the specific ECG curves are considered. The reference ECG 

curve is represented and its waves are described. The coefficients of these waves are accepted 

as basic for further comparison with the different ones. The ECG shapes characteristic for the 

occurrence of sudden cardiac death are classified. The authors succeeded in investigating and 

classifying the range of the changes of the ECG shapes from normal to extremely abnormal as 

in case of the Brugada syndrome. 
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Cardiac cycle phase analysis allowed discovering the compensation mechanism of the 

interventricular septum reverse contraction which appears in case of absense of myocardial 

muscle contraction function.  

 

Discussion and conclusions 

The materials presented herein create primarily a bridge for applying theory to practice. Basing 

on the concept of the heart cycle phase analysis, the authors have developed their own 

innovative diagnostics equipment Cardiocode that is now in production. All cardiac signal 

records contained herein were produced with this equipment. We expect that its merits like 

easy-in use and high informative value will be recognized by practicing physicians. But to 

justify the expectations is always not easy. New knowledge is finding the proper way 

accompanied with great difficulties. To overcome every difficulty, our team carried out a large 

body of research work the results of which are reflected herein. 

We have focused on the basic definitions. Well-defined is also the range of problems solved 

by the heart cycle phase analysis theory. The way offered by the authors which is the way of 

systematization, unification and associated perception of new knowledge should support the 

medical experts in phase analysis application. It is commonly supposed that every innovation 

goes through three stages in order to be generally recognized which are as follows: it is stage 

one when everybody says that it is in principle impossible; then stage two comes when people 

say that there is something in it, and last stage three appears, when it is believed that it 

seems to be very simple! The authors adhere to an opinion that the heart cycle phase analysis 

theory is now between stage two and three from the point of view of its recognition procedure.  
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Aims The article aims at describing the basic principles of cardiometry – a 

fundamentally new scientific field which enables the accurate 
measurement of cardiovascular system parameters.  

 

 
Materials and 
methods 

Cardiometry is based on the mathematical model of hemodynamic 
processes. The model is described by G. Poyedintsev and O. Voronova 
equations. The variable values in these equations are the cardiac cycle 
phase durations recorded on the ECG.  

 

 
Results An innovative mathematical model of hemodynamics providing the 

creation of an innovative indirect method of cardiovascular system 
parameters measurement was developed. The ECG processing is 
performed by means of the wavelet transform for detecting the boundaries 
of the cardiac cycle phases. 

 

 
Conclusion The innovative method of cardiovascular system diagnostics enables to 

measure 7 main hemodynamic parameters using noninvasive technology 
for qualitative evaluation of 12 functions of cardiovascular system 
performance and general assessment of coronary flow status. One of the 
problems the model of hemodynamics deals with is identifying the 
boundaries of the cardiac cycle phases. To identify the boundaries of the 
cardiac cycle phases the method of finding the extrema on the initial ECG 
and the differentiated ECG basing on the wavelet transform was used. 
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Introduction 

According to Fourier analysis any complex oscillation (similar to arterial pressure pulse waves) 

can be represented as a set of sinusoidal components. As every sinusoidal oscillation of this set 

(called harmonic curve) has its frequency and amplitude and all the oscillations are phase-

shifted against the others, the signal presented in the form of amplitude-time description can 

be shifted into an equivalent form which will be expressed through amplitude-frequency 

description, and this signal can be regenerated into amplitude-time description. It results in 

constructing a graph of the intensity of oscillations depending on their frequency.  

This mode of decomposition means that mathematical operations on sinusoidal functions 

representing different harmonic curves are relatively simple. E.g., basing on the described 

below simple theory, for every sinusoidal wave of arterial pressure it is possible to calculate 

the corresponding sinusoidal wave of the flow rate. Each of these waves is characterized by its 

frequency, amplitude and phase. Then, adding together all sinusoidal waves of flow rate it is 

possible to build a complex combined flow rate wave and compare it with the test wave value. 

In an equivalent manner, if the shape of the pressure wave in a certain location is known it is 

possible to calculate the shape of the pressure wave or the blood flow velocity in a different 

location of the arterial system. It is possible though only if geometry and elastic properties of 

the arteries in the corresponding location of the system are known, and the specifics of every 

sinusoidal component can be calculated. (The discrepancy between the theoretical possibilities 

and practical implementation are defined to a great extent by our incomplete knowledge of 

geometry and arterial elastic properties). The main limitation of the mentioned utilization of 

Fourier analysis is determined by the fact that the method uses “Fourier window” that cannot 

be adapted to the local signal properties. As a result, on the low-frequency spectral region the 

frequency resolution disappears and on the high-frequency spectral region the time resolution 

disappears. So the analysis appears to be rather correct only in case when the system under 

investigation is linear. If the system is not linear the certain harmonic curves are not 

independent and the addition of the sinusoidal waves does not make it possible to predict the 

properties of the complex wave. This is a very important limitation that should be considered. 

At present for establishing diagnosis the doctor uses the method of time interval 

measurement of the marked ECG peaks and their amplitudes as well as analyzes their 

frequency and periodicity.  

The frequency of ECG cycles is time-dependent and Fourier transform can not be used for 

synchronous description of frequency and time representation of the signal. In this case the 

use of the time-frequency ECG transform is justified. 
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Materials and methods  

Among all the existing transforms the wavelet transform is the best for the ECG analysis. 

Wavelets represent a family of local functions of time and frequency. All the functions in the 

family are derived from one function by means of its shifting and extension along the time axis 

(so that the functions “follow each other”). 

Why are Fourier transform and Fourier series a good but in many cases nonsufficient 

mathematical tools for physical interpretation of the processes when their characteristic 

processes are analyzed?  

As for the ECG signals, physical interpretation using the given Fourier transform procedure 

is not possible. The use of the wavelet transform proved to be rather efficient when minor 

deviations in the ECG signal should ne traced. There is a number of research papers 

concerning the use of the wavelet transform for the ECG evaluation. These research papers 

can be divided in two groups: those dealing with diagnosticating the signs of the heart disease 

with its further definition and those dealing with the ECG analysis for identifying the peak 

points with small amplitude and their location on the recorded ECG [2, 3].  

The method of wavelet decomposition possesses a wide range of possibilities for signals 

analysis. The method is used for filtering [4] as well as time and frequency location of 

extrema. Thus, the method is a powerful tool for characteristics identification [5]. Soliton wave 

(structurally stable solitary wave propagating in nonlinear medium, moving and preserving its 

structure) is the element of the wavelet basis. Thus, it is the function which is properly 

localized, decreasing and tending to zero beyond the certain interval. 

The basis functions of the wavelet transform should possess the following characteristics 

which are specified in the research literature. E.g. [6], wavelet transform is a scalar product of 

the analyzing wavelet in the given scale and the analyzed signal. The decomposition 

coefficients contain information about the analyzing wavelet and the analyzed signal. 

The choice of the analyzing wavelet is determined by the information that should be 

extracted from the signal. Each wavelet possesses distinguishing characteristics in the time 

and frequency dimension. Thus, with the aid of different wavelets it becomes possible to define 

and mark particular characteristics of the analyzed signal.  

The real bases are often formed on the ground of the derivative of the Gaussian function. 

Thus, the wavelet  
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= πψ  named “Mexican Hat” (or MHAT-wavelet) is in proportion to the 

second derivative of the Gaussian function. 
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MHAT-wavelet having a narrow power spectrum and two moments tending to zero (zero 

time and first moment) is used for analyzing compound signals. 

For ECG data analysis from 5 to 7 peak points are used. Peak points P, Q, R, S, T, L, J 

rather fully characterize the cardiac muscle performance. However, in case of some diseases 

the localization of specific peak points on the ECG curve is difficult to define which causes the 

necessity to exploit additional methods for the ECG data analysis. As far as MHAT-wavelet 

possesses narrow power spectrum it was chosen as the basis function. 

Part of the ECG curve of the normal patient (a) and the differential ECG (b) with marked 

peak points are shown in Fig.1. 

 

 

 
Figure 1. Part of the ECG curve of the 

normal patient: initial ECG (a) and differential 

ECG (b) with marked peak points. 

  

 
Peak points P, Q, R, S are of great importance for establishing diagnosis, but if R, S peak 

points location is easily identified on the ECG curve, identifying location of peak point P and 

especially of peak point Q is often problematic. Use of the wavelet transform enables to find 

the solution of the given problem. The fact is that the wavelet transform identifies the local 

signal characteristics in the time series at different scale coefficients. Fig.2 shows the signal 

wavelet spectrogram where the vertical stripes correspond to local characteristics; 

concentration of the light wavelet spectrogram regions corresponds to local extrema, and 

concentration of the dark wavelet spectrogram regions corresponds to depressions. 
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Figure 2. Wavelet spectrogram of the ECG part. 

  
 

 
The more intense is the ECG characteristic the more accurately it is marked on the wavelet 

spectrogram. Herewith such characteristics as minor discontinuities, alteration of the first and 

second derivatives signs, etc. are marked. All these characteristics are not properly marked by 

Fourier transform.  

Fig. 3 shows the ECG curves after using the wavelet transform for a differentiated ECG. 

 

 

 
Figure 3. Differentiated ECG: a) initial ECG; 

b) ECG after the wavelet transform.  

 

 
Let us consider peak point Q. After the use of the wavelet transform a depression which is 

characteristic of the peak point Q can be seen. It enables identifying the peak point on the ECG 

using the standard methods of signal processing. 
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Results 

The method of wavelet transform for analysis of the cardiac cycle phases recorded on the ECG 

was investigated. The received results show the possibility of discovering and defining the local 

extrema on the boundaries of the cardiac cycle during the automatic ECG evaluation. On the 

basis of these results the method of obtaining the local extrema automatically (in the process 

of the ECG data processing) was developed. 

 

Discussion and conclusions 

The method enables the noninvasive measurement of 7 basic hemodynamic parameters for 

qualitative evaluation of 12 functions of cardiovascular system performance and general 

assessment of coronary flow status [7]. 
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Aims Criteria of identification of individual heart cycle phases according to an 

ECG curve are described in this paper. 

 

 
Materials and 
methods 

For this study, a single-lead system ECG is used only. Its distinctive 
feature is that an ECG signal is recorded within the body surface area of 
the ascending aorta. Using the theory of biological system process 
continuity, the individual heart cycle phase boundaries are determined at 
those points of the cardiac signals where we deal with an energy process 
transition in the cardiovascular system from the process of the energy 
build-up to its attenuation, and vice versa. The transition points are 
identified by us by mathematical differentiation of the ECG signals, and, as 
a result, they correspond to extrema of the ECG derivative. Some 
individual heart cycle phases are found according to maxima on the 
derivative, others are identified according to minima on the derivative 
curve, respectively. 

 

 
Results The method of application of the ECG derivatives allows to capture 

individual heart cycle phases in a very precise manner. Utilization of the 
ECG derivatives is a prerequisite for computer-assisted processing of the 
data to deliver measurements of durations of every heart cycle phase. 

 

 
Conclusion Using the ECG derivatives for fixing every heart cycle phase makes 

possible to fill up the gaps in the theory of phase analysis and avoid 
misinterpretations of any type of the ECG phase structures. 
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Introduction 

Studying of phases in the heart cycle structure was a challenge for many scientists for a long 

time. However, until nowadays, there is no consensus on how to identify the individual heart 

cycle phases. It results in a number of contradictions in understanding of biophysical processes 

determining the hemodynamics and the performance of the cardiovascular system. A lot of 

scientists carried out their studies with application of cardiographic multi-lead systems. But 

they were not capable of meeting the objective of the proper phase identification. Moving step 

by step in the multi-lead system direction, the cardiologists used to believe that it is possible 

to determine the phases using an ECG only. The authors of this article make their own 

contribution to the development of the theory of the heart cycle phase analysis [1]. By 

applying a new mathematical model of hemodynamics developed by them and utilizing the G. 

Poyedintsev – O. Voronova equations, the authors succeeded in establishing of clear 

identification criteria for fixing the phase boundaries on an ECG curve.This innovative concept 

was translated into a new device capable of measuring durations of every heart cycle phase 

and calculating blood volumes in each phase of a heart cycle. Despite the fact that the authors 

pioneered in automatic PC-assisted processing of the measured data, it should be mentioned 

that it is much more important to provide an understanding of the essence of this advanced 

phase analysis. This article is dedicated to “the ABC” of the innovative concept of the heart 

cycle phase identification.  

 

Materials and methods 

Graphic differentiation is widely used in mathematics. With differentiation we can treat 

different implicit functions which are difficult to describe by mathematical equations. The 

essence of the graphic differentiation is the determination of some specific points of a function, 

i.e., inflection points and local extrema of a curve. As a rule, the double differentiation is 

applied. Having obtained two derivatives of a function, it becomes possible with a high 

probability to detect laws or regularities in processes which generate a curve of the function. 

This is one of the essential tools applied to experimental researches.  

The principle of the graphic differentiation of an elementary sinusoidal harmonic signal is 

shown in Fig.1 herein. 

The curve of the function sin X and its derivative cos X are given in the figure below. The 

curve of the function cos X is the first-order derivative of the function sin X. 
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Figure 1. Graphic differentiation of function sin X. 

 

 
From the relation between the function and its derivative, it follows that first-order 

derivative extrema coincide with the respective curve inflection points. In this case, when the 

function changes from negative values to positive ones, or when its sign changes from minus 

to plus, an extremum of the first-order derivative is in our case positive. And vice versa, an 

extremum is negative in case the sign of the function changes from positive to negative one.  

When using the graphic differentiation for treatment of a complex signal, it is important to 

study the formation of the first-order derivative extrema. Taking into account the fact that, 

from the physical point of view, the derivative characterizes the rate of a function variation, 

the first-order derivative extrema show the limits of changes in energy processes which form 

the function, i.e., in our case, the first-order derivative maximum should reflect the signal 

energy changes from the energy rise to its fall, the minimum of the same derivative should 

feature the energy changes from the energy fall to an attenuation. These boundary conditions 

are essential for dynamic processes. Since the blood circulation is also a dynamic process, any 

biological signal of electrical or mechanical nature, which characterizes the cardiac rhythm, can 

be properly analyzed using the derivative tools.  

In doing so, every ECG can be treated with use of the graphic differentiation. 
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Results 

Identification of point P 

The point P on the ECG curve coincides with a local minimum of the derivative. In mathematics 

it is called an extremum of the derivative. It is clearly shown in Fig.2 given below herein. On 

the ECG curve, the point of the said derivative extremum is an inflection point as indicated in 

the figure below.  

 
 

 
Figure 2. On the ECG curve, point P is an inflection point of the 

descending amplitude of wave P that coincides with a local minimum on 

the ECG first-order derivative.  

 
 

It is impossible to find an inflection point on any ECG curve without derivatives. This is 

applicable to any segment of any ECG configuration. The atrioventricular valves start their 

closing at the moment corresponding to point P on the ECG. At this time, the volume of blood 

entering the ventricles decreases. At the time corresponding to the Q point, the valves are fully 

closed. The ventricles are filled with the required blood volume so that the pressure building-

up for ejection of the required quantity of blood into aorta can be started. 

The P wave represents the processes of intensive blood ejection by the atria. Each of the 

processes comprises two stages. The rapid ejection procedure begins at the time 

corresponding to a local maximum of the derivative that is an inflection point on leading edge 

of the P wave on the ECG curve. Further, the derivative curve shows a descending segment up 

to point P. After the P point, the filling procedure is completed with closing of the valves at the 

time corresponding to point Q.  
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The atrium is a large blood vessel. The atrium expansion undertakes the function of an 

efficient pump that is responsible for a difference in pressures between the periphery and the 

atrium. The efficiency of this performance is high enough so that the blood circulation is 

provided in all possible body positions, even in cases of full loss of blood vessel elasticity.  

It should be noted that the P point can be easily determined both under normal and in 

pathological blood circulation conditions. 

Identification of point Q 

The Q point similar to point P should be found as another local minimum of the same 

derivative. It is illustrated in Fig.3 where the Q point is located before the QRS complex. 

 
 

 
Figure 3. Point Q indicates the start of the septum contraction activation.  

It corresponds to the local minimum on the ECG first-order derivative as 

indicated herein. 

 
 

As opposed to the P point, point Q is not always distinctly shown on the derivative curve. If 

the respective extremum cannot be clearly identified, i.e., if the Q point cannot be easily 

found, then it should be fixed at the point of time of a sharp elevation of the derivative curve 

in this phase.  

 

Identification of point S 

The precise identification of point S is of great importance for calculations of hemodynamic 

parameters. It should be mentioned that our technology makes it possible to properly find this 
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point in 99.9% of the ECG records. It suggests that this innovative method shows both its high 

reliability and high confidence level. The S point coincides with the maximum of derivative as 

shown in Fig.4 below. 

 

 

 
Figure 4. Point S is identified by the maximum of the derivative at the segment as 

shown above. 

 
 

At the time corresponding to the S point, the aortic valve begins its opening procedure. But 

at this moment the aorta is in its ready-for-operation mode expecting the blood supply. Under 

the normal conditions, the blood supply to the aorta starts at the time that is arrow-marked on 

the ECG in the above figure.  

Identification of interval S - j. Analysis of wave Z within this interval 

The S – j interval is of significance for diagnostics. Within this period of time we observe the 

full aortic valve opening procedure. This interval is not used by us for calculations of the 

hemodynamic parameters, but it is involved in qualitative assessment of the performance of 

the aortic valve. The interval is recorded on the ECG curve as a two-wave configuration 

segment. One of them is of great amplitude with its top at the Z point. The amplitude of the 

other wave is much lesser. Under the normal conditions, point Z should be located 

approximately at the level of the isoelectric baseline conventionally drawn from point P. At 

exercise loading or in case of pathology, the Z point can be considerably shifted up- or 
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downwards referred to the isoelectric baseline. As it was mentioned above, the S – j interval 

consists of two waves. Under the normal conditions, blood starts entering the aorta only at the 

time corresponding to the L point, i.e., at the onset of the second wave formation (s. Fig.5 

herein). 

  

 

 
Figure 5. Interval S – j: myocardium load in S – L phase; full opening of the aortic 

valve in L – j phase. The Z wave amplitude is an indication of the valve opening tension. 

 

Identification of point T 

Treating the ECG segment beginning with the j point, we suggest that it represents the 

performance of the aorta as a pump. The T wave is involved in the assessment of the aorta 

performance only and cannot be used as a marker of the performance of the myocardium. The 

leading edge of the T wave is very significant. It is generated at the point j and has a straight 

segment. It ends at the point Tн. If the aorta elasticity is normal, the straight segment is very 

short. If the aorta elasticity is reduced, the straight segment is found to be longer. It should be 

stated that the other parameters might remain the same in this case. This period is the mirror 

of the slow ejection of blood from the ventricles. The degree of the temporary extension of this 

period depends on how fast the volume of blood ejected from the ventricle is distributed within 

the aorta. If the aorta elasticity is within the norm, this large blood vessel expands and 

receives the ejected volume of blood immediately. If the elasticity is under the norm, then 

some time is required for the blood volume distribution along the aorta length. The T wave is 
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generated upon the complete distribution of blood within the aorta only. This point is 

designated as Tн.  

 

 

 
Figure 6. The T wave is involved in the assessment of the performance of the aorta 

but not the myocardium. The duration of interval j – Tн depends on the actual 

elasticity of the aorta. 
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Identification of point R 

The QRS complex reflects the performance of the heart in a two-stage mode. The first stage 

represents the septum contraction in phase QR. The second stage covers the ventricular wall 

contraction in phase RS. The septum remains contracted throughout the QRS interval.  

  
 

 
Figure 7. The R point is identified on the ECG as the top of the QRS complex in a 

similar way as described in other reference literature. This is the only point which is 

found by criteria other than those used for the phase identification procedure 

according to the derivative extrema. 

 
 

The myocardium loading condition is maintained till the T wave decays, when the aortic 

valve starts its closing procedure. Only then the myocardium does revert to its initial state. 

 

Discussion and conclusions 

This paper deals with ideal ECG curves and their derivatives only. But in practice we have to 

treat a great variety of ECG types. Some of them are even difficult to classify as ECG curves. 

Various extrasystole types can distort ECG forms. All this hinders computer-assisted processing 

of phase identifying data. In this case, it should be noted that it remains the responsibility of 

an expert to identify every individual phase in every heart cycle pattern. But at the same time, 

it is just the expertise of the phase identification procedure that can open the door to the 

cardiometry.  
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Using the ECG derivatives for fixing every heart cycle phase makes possible to fill up the 

gaps in the theory of phase analysis and avoid misinterpretations of any type of the ECG phase 

structures. 
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Aims The present paper aims at evaluating the existing difference in duration 

measurements of the same heart cycle phases in the standard V3, V4, V5, 
V6 leads ECG versus original HDA lead ECG of the ascending aorta. 

 

 
Materials and 
methods 

The method of changing the filter pass band is used. Its essence is in 
artificial changing of the conditions of the signal recording carrying the 
informative indications of the initial information used in hemodynamic 
equations. The method also enables calculating the percentage deviation 
from the initial values. The principle of balance of the blood volume 
entering the heart and the blood volume leaving the heart is used to trace 
the minimal deviations and their respective recording conditions. 

 

 
Results In each of the V3, V4, V5, V6 ECG leads durations of the same phases 

have different values. The values measured on the ECG of the ascending 
aorta and those measured using the standard V4 ECG lead differ slightly. 

 

 
Conclusion For heart cycle phase analysis it is possible to use only the ECG of the 

ascending aorta and V4 standard lead ECG. Using conventional standard 
ECG leads causes an error up to 25%. 
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Introduction 

Measurements in any scientific field are governed in accordance with the legal acts in every 

country [1, 2]. The measurement procedure is primarily based on comparison of the results 

with a definite reference value. There are no reference values in cardiology to compare the 

results with. The possible way out is the method of controlled filtration of the cardiac signal. 

However, here we have to speak about the higher reliability of measurements and not about 

the error. In this case detecting a more reliable cardiac signal is a great step forward. In case 

it contributes to improving the diagnostic accuracy, the method of controlled filtration of the 

cardiac signal can be used further for providing the biomedical research with the necessary 

metrology.  

Before considering the results of the data processing (s. Table 2) it is necessary to consider 

the validity of the proposed method and the error estimation of the measurement results.  

 

Materials and methods 

The essence of the method is in artificial change of the conditions of the signal recording 

carrying the informative indications of the initial information used in hemodynamic equations. 

The method also enables calculating the percentage deviation from the initial values. The 

principle of balance of the blood volume entering the heart and the blood volume ejected from 

the heart is used to trace the minimal deviations and their respective recording conditions.  

In this case we simultaneously analyze both the elaborated HDA method and widely-used 

V3, V4, V5, V6 standard leads. In every ECG signal under study several informative criteria are 

recorded. They are used to calculate seven parameters of hemodynamics. Thus, it is possible 

to estimate the percentage deviation from the initial values of all the measured data. 

Calculation of the dynamic error, absolute error, arithmetic mean error, etc. is not possible due 

to data insufficiency.  

The proposed method uses the principle of balance of the blood volume entering the heart 

and that leaving the heart during one cardiac cycle. It enables detecting all sources of signal 

distortion, signal sorting and their recording conditions that is not possible in case of the phase 

analysis. The total values of the hemodynamic parameters entering the heart and leaving the 

heart must be equal. The philosophy of the proposed method is in Fig.1. 
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Figure 1. Philosophy of the analysis method  

of reliability of the recorded data and detection  

of possible error sources. 

 
 

At the first stage of analysis, it is necessary to calculate the error percentage of static 

deviation from HDA values assigned as true ones. The values are recorded with filter pass 

band (s. Table 1, A). Let us take them as zero value. Then the percentage deviation of the 

measured values in Table 1 will correspond to the values presented in Table 2. 
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Table 1. Data of measured values in HDA leads versus the V3,V4,V5,V6 leads (at the same 

filter pass bands of the standard lead ECG and HDA lead ECG) 

 

Tables 2. Percentage deviation of the measured values in leads V3, V4, V5, V6 from the 

values in HDA lead 

А) at the same filter pass bands of the standard lead ECG and HDA lead ECG. 

 

B) with a low cutoff frequency equal to Flower = 0.7 Hz. 

 

C) with a top cutoff frequency equal to Fupper = 11 Hz. 

 

 QRS RS QT PQ TT 
SV 

(ml) 
MV 
(l) 

PV1 
(ml) 

PV2 
(ml) 

PV3 
(ml) 

PV4 
(ml) 

PV5 
(ml) 

HDA 0,093 0,047 0,363 0,084 1,013 72,4 4,3 50,7 21,7 42,9 29,4 10,7 

V3 0,089 0,052 0,361 0,078 0,982 86,6 5,3 61,9 24,7 51,4 35,2 12,2 
V4 0,088 0,043 0,355 0,088 0,984 62,9 3,8 43,4 19,6 37,3 25,6 9,6 
V5 0,087 0,043 0,352 0,086 0,958 62,7 3,9 43,0 19,8 37,2 25,5 9,5 
V6 0,090 0,046 0,341 0,096 0,961 69,3 4,3 46,6 22,6 41,1 28,2 9,9 

 QRS RS QT PQ TT 
SV 

(ml) 
MV 
(l) 

PV1 
(ml) 

PV2 
(ml) 

PV3 
(ml) 

PV4 
(ml) 

PV5 
(ml) 

HDA 0,0 0,0 0,0 0,0 0,0 0,0 0,0 0,0 0,0 0,0 0,0 0,0 
V3 -4,30 10,63 -0,55 -7,14 -3,06 19,61 23,25 22,09 13,82 19,81 19,72 14,0 
V4 -5,37 -8,51 -2,20 4,76 -2,86 -13,12 -11,62 -14,39 -9,67 -13,05 -12,92 -10,28 
V5 -6,45 -8,51 -3,03 2,38 -5,4 -13,39 -9,30 -15,18 -8,75 -13,28 -13,26 -11,21 
V6 -3,22 -2,12 -6,06 14,28 -5,13 -4,28 0,0 -8,08 4,14 -4,19 -4,08 -7,47 

 QRS RS QT PQ TT 
SV 

(ml) 
MV 
(l) 

PV1 
(ml) 

PV2 
(ml) 

PV3 
(ml) 

PV4 
(ml) 

PV5 
(ml) 

HDA 7,52 2,1 1,10 -3,57 -9,18 3,03 13,95 -2,95 17,05 3,26 3,06 0,95 
V3 22,58 12,76 5,50 -27,38 -19,64 21,27 51,16 6,90 54,83 21,44 21,42 14,01 
V4 7,52 -8,51 0,55 -7,14 -4,93 -9,11 -4,65 -11,43 -3,68 -8,85 -8,84 -7,47 
V5 -4,30 -2,12 -5,50 10,71 -12,33 -6,07 6,97 -13,41 11,05 -6,06 -5,78 -7,47 

V6 -3,22 0,0 -7,43 11,90 -19,94 -2,20 20,93 -15,97 29,49 0,0 -2,04 -6,54 

 QRS RS QT PQ TT 
SV 

(ml) 
MV 
(l) 

PV1 
(ml) 

PV2 
(ml) 

PV3 
(ml) 

PV4 
(ml) 

PV5 
(ml) 

HDA 32,25 48,93 4,13 -16,66 -4,24 84,94 93,02 83,82 87,55 85,31 85,03 47,66 
V3 26,88 53,19 5,23 -29,76 -3,35 97,79 104,65 106,11 78,00 98,35 97,61 57,94 

V4 37,63 53,19 4,40 -25,00 -1,48 94,75 97,67 98,81 85,25 95,13 94,55 51,4 
V5 37,63 53,19 4,40 -25,00 -1,48 94,75 97,67 98,81 85,25 95,13 94,55 51,4 
V6 36,55 53,19 -1,37 -10,71 -14,80 88,25 120,93 73,57 123,04 88,81 88,09 39,25 
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D) with the pass band equal to Flower = 0.7 Hz, Fupper = 11 Hz. 

 

Deviation percentage is calculated in compliance with the formula (1): 

( )
%100

N
N-N

Х ⋅=
initial

initial
 (1)  

 where: 

Ninitial is the value which corresponds     

to А) conditions for HDA; 

 N is the measured value. 

 

We should note that when the filter pass band is changed, in all examined ECG leads we 

observe both positive and negative deviations from the true values. In case the pass band is 

relatively narrow, the obtained data presented in Table 2 (part D) differ by more than 100%. 

In HDA leads, the difference is more than 80%. Thus, we can come to a conclusion that the 

filter parameters (s. Table 2, part D) contribute to signal distortion and can not be applied in 

practice. It is caused by the smoothing effect which was detected when comparing the ECG 

curves of various leads [3]. Depending on the signal amplitude and the data concerning the 

phase transition, the process of integration or differentiation of the signal harmonics takes 

place at the time when the signal passes through the filter. The process is influenced by the 

frequency and amplitude of harmonics and depends on the filter parameters.  

  But it is not enough to determine conditional static error only. It can be seen from Table 

1 that not all parameters show the similar changes considered their initial value. So, in the V6 

lead (Table 2, D) the РV2 parameter demonstrates a deviation of 148% while the PV5 

parameter demonstrates a deviation of 40.18%. For this reason, we should not use only one 

parameter to evaluate the reliability of the estimated values. 

 In addition, it is reasonable to use heart hemodynamic balance equation for data 

evaluation: 

 

 

 

 QRS RS QT PQ TT 
SV 

(ml) 
MV 
(l) 

PV1 
(ml) 

PV2 
(ml) 

PV3 
(ml) 

PV4 
(ml) 

PV5 
(ml) 

HDA 48,38 46,80 10,46 -29,76 -4,83 86,4 95,34 82,05 95,39 86,48 86,05 51,4 

V3 39,78 53,19 8,53 10,71 -9,97 96,4 118,60 71,4 154,83 96,96 96,25 57,0 
V4 39,78 53,19 2,75 -19,04 -16,78 93,64 132,55 75,34 135,94 94,17 93,53 47,66 
V5 36,55 53,19 0,3 -13,09 12,73 90,74 118,6 78,69 118,89 91,14 90,47 42,99 
V6 39,78 57,44 1,65 -4,76 -17,76 93,5 134,88 69,82 148,84 94,17 93,19 40,18 
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PV1+PV2=PV3+PV4 (2) 

 

 This is a physical constant which can not be violated in the mechanics of hemodynamic 

processes. It is reasonable to insert into the formula the percentage deviation provided in 

Table 2 instead of the measured values provided in Table 1. The results are shown in Table 3. 

 Considering the equation, it is possible to detect the leads where the physical constant of 

balance (equation 2) is violated least of all (regardless of the true values deviation error). 

 

Table 3. Dynamic balance equation (PV1 + PV2 = PV3 + PV4) for the calculated percentage 

provided in Table 2. 

А) at the same filter pass bands of the standard lead ECG and HDA lead ECG. 

HDA 0.0 
V3 3.62 

V4 -1.91 
V5 2.61 
V6 -4.33 

 

B) with a low cutoff frequency equal to Flower = 0.7 Hz. 

HDA 7.78 
V3 -18.87 

V4 -2.58 
V5 -14.2 
V6 11.48 

 

C) with a top cutoff frequency equal to Fupper = 11 Hz. 

HDA -1.03 
V3 11.85 

V4 5.82 
V5 5.82 
V6 -19.71 

 

D) with the pass band equal to Flower = 0.7 Hz, Fupper = 11 Hz. 

HDA 4.91 
V3 -33.02 
V4 -23.58 

V5 -15.97 
V6 -31.3 

 

So, for conditions in A) (s. Table 3, A), lead V4 has the least percentage deviation V4= - 

1.91%; for conditions in B) (s. Table 3, B) the lead V4 deviation is V4= - 2.58%; for C) and D) 

conditions (s. Table 3, C, D) the HDA lead deviation is HDA= - 1.03% and HDA= - 4.91%. 

 

Based on Table 2, we can determine that the following leads have the minimum static 

deviation: 
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1. HDA and V6; 

2. V4 and V6; 

3. HDA, V4 and V6; 

4. HDA. 

However, under А) conditions the V6 lead has the least static deviation for all parameters, 

one of the parameters reaches 0.0%. But in this case, the principle of physiological balance is 

violated to a greater degree, i.e., minus 4.33% (s.Table 3). 

The so-called reliability coefficient may be introduced to the reliability estimation analysis: 

 

 К = К1 ∙К2 (3) 

where 

K1 is the quantity of the measured parameters; 

2

1
2 N1

N
K

+
= ; 

N1 is the number of normal measurements; 

N2 is the number of failures. 

 

 This reliability coefficient indicates how efficiently the criteria of the recording of the phase 

transition identification can be traced on the ECG curve in the automatic mode. It is very 

important for adequate consideration of the individual characteristics of a patient. But more 

profound investigation is required to identify the importance of every phase in every lead un-

der various conditions that influence the measurement results in general. 

  

Results 

In every of the V3, V4, V5, V6 ECG leads durations of the same phases have different values. 

The values measured according to the ECG of the ascending aorta and those measured using 

the standard V4 lead ECG differ slightly. 

 

Discussion and conclusions 

1. Filter pass band is of paramount importance for providing reliability of the ECG signal 

form recording. 

2. Not every standard lead carries reliable information about all phases of the cardiac 

cycle. 
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3. The elaborated method of HDA lead ECG recording provides the most reliable data about 

cardiac cycle phase transitions. 

4. Lead V6 recording the ECG signal of the apex of heart is the closest to HDA standard 

lead, but the V6 lead signal reliability is lower. 

5. Study of reliability and diagnostic information value of HDA method with respect to the 

standard methods is to be continued in clinical practice. 
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Aims This paper treats general problems of metrology and indirect measurement 

methods in cardiology. It is aimed at an identification of error estimation 
criteria for indirect measurements of heart cycle phase durations. 

 

 
Materials and 
methods 

A comparative analysis of an ECG of the ascending aorta recorded with the 
use of the Hemodynamic Analyzer Cardiocode (HDA lead) versus 
conventional V3, V4, V5, V6 lead system ECGs is presented herein. Criteria 
for heart cycle phase boundaries are identified with graphic mathematical 
differentiation. Stroke volumes of blood SV calculated on the basis of the 
HDA phase duration measurements vs. echocardiography data are 
compared herein. 

 

 
Results The comparative data obtained in the study show an averaged difference 

at the level of 1%. An innovative noninvasive measuring technology 
originally developed by a Russian R & D team offers measuring stroke 
volume of blood SV with a high accuracy. 

 

 
Conclusion In practice, it is necessary to take into account some possible errors in 

measurements caused by hardware. Special attention should be paid to 
systematic errors. 
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Introduction 

The responsibility of every metrological service is to provide the proper realization of 

internationally accepted units of measures by scientific method. If we consider current 

application of metrology as the science of measurement in medicine, it should be stated that 

often we have to deal with most problematic cases there. There are some basic aspects which 

should be taken into account to assure obtaining the proper measurements. Each of these 

aspects should be thoroughly realized as follows: 

• all required reference standards and measuring instruments should be available; 

• the proper repeatability of the measuring instruments and the results of measurements 

should be provided; 

• all required methods for estimation of systematic, dynamic and static errors should be 

available; 

• all required measures should be taken in order to provide the reliability of the measuring 

instruments in measuring for obtaining such a component of measurement error that in 

replicate measurements remains constant or varies in a predictable manner. 

There are also other factors available which influence both measuring and its results, but in 

general they should be treated as those derived from the above mentioned aspects.  

In order to discuss the problems of metrology in medical science in a correct manner, it 

should be noted that the relevant diagnostic parameters for humans are divided into two 

classes as follows: in vitro measured parameters and in vivo ones. It is a generally accepted 

classification where the in vitro parameter class includes such characteristics as body height, 

weight, mass etc. which can be measured with standard instrumentation widely used in 

practice. The other class covers the so called invasive parameters. It is rather difficult to treat 

the measurements of these parameters. Nowadays, modern techniques are capable of their 

recording, but an assessment or treatment of them should be performed by qualified experts 

only. At present, there are no reference standard instruments available that are capable of an 

adequately reflecting the inherent features of the human organs for diagnostics purposes and 

generating the relevant biological signals in the in vivo mode. 

The ways how to solve the problem in in vivo measuring can be found by changing from 

the invasive measuring techniques to noninvasive indirect methods of measurements. This 

approach requires the development of theoretical models to be applied both to the organ 

under consideration and the performance of the latter. With both theoretical models missing, 

it is impossible to judge plausible estimates of physiological parameters measured. 

Various simulations of biophysical processes are accompanied by a plethora of problems to 

be solved. It suggests that some scientists are very skeptical about the possibility of finding 
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final solutions of these problems, and they speak about the cul-de-sac in this area [1]. To 

finally settle the vital issues of the organ modeling, it is necessary to get complete sets of data 

on the performance of every organ in our body which should cover the full range from the 

norm up to pathology. The main idea of every diagnostics is to establish well-defined 

boundaries and provide a consistent and clear understanding of what is the norm and what is 

pathology. Any complex model of any organ can be developed provided that all model 

parameters are measured. In doing so, it is acceptable to apply hypothetical parameters, but 

the required accuracy of the relevant measurements should be provided. In this case, every 

parameter to be simulated should be adjusted, tested and verified in the proper way. It is the 

core process in the modeling that is really difficult to implement. 

There is another aspect of this issue to be treated, too. A more complicated challenge is to 

identify main features of the performance of any organ to be simulated because we deal with a 

great number of various interrelations and interconnections between all parts and segments 

within the human organism complex. In this case, if we abstract such a process, we will face 

the problem of the apriori recognition of the entire complex of all associated interrelated 

processes, since the human organism functions being interrelated are of the interdependent 

nature, taking into account the fact that every organ, among his other functions, shows its 

own self-regulation function. It is evident that the human body is designed as a non-redundant 

optimized system, but this fact cannot be used for solving the metrological problem in the 

medical science. 

1. The necessity of developing of the proper theoretical model for indirect measurement 

methods stems from the current situation in the field of metrology applied to medical 

instrument production. It should be noted that there are various approaches taken to the 

simulation of the biophysical processes of biological organisms. In general, these 

approaches can be defined as follows (the definitions given below are developed by A. 

Prokopov [2]):  

2. identification of object features that are essential and significant for process responsible 

for production of an information signal; 

3. identification of physical processes that cause changes in the information signal; 

4. formulation of equations with initial and boundary conditions; 

5. quantitative analysis of the basic equations; 

6. estimation of systematic error when applying the respective equations for measuring 

purposes. 
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In this case, it is required to treat separately the problem of the metrological calibration of 

an instrument and the problem of estimation of the instrument influence on distortions of the 

measured value. 

An instrument can be calibrated using test signals generated by a built-in test signal 

generator. It is acceptable for performing of the calibration procedure for an instrument. But 

the systematic error should be estimated individually. Finally, the systematic error can be 

estimated using statistical method only [3].  

It should be added that this process can be considered as satisfactory if the comprehensive 

checking of this process in practice shows only minor deviations of the recorded values from 

the theoretical estimated values. These deviations are considered as the systematic error. 

It is not reasonable to discuss issues of an absolute accuracy of these deviations. The 

discussion should rather address another issue pertaining to the reliability of measurements.  

In the author’s opinion, R & D experts and teams should regularly publish their data on the 

estimation of instrument static errors obtained in their research and their latest achievements 

in diagnostics methodology with use of most advanced theoretical models, on the basis of 

which the advanced medical instrumentation is engineered. 

The process specified above will lead to the development of a new paradigm in the field of 

the medical science. 

For instance, at present, according to the Russian National Regulations issued by the 

Russian National Standardization & Metrology Authority GOSSTANDARD, it is a mandatory 

requirement for medical instrument developers, designers and producers to prepare and 

submit appropriate procedures of an initial and periodical calibration of any measuring medical 

device or equipment for official approval by the said Authority. Only upon the approval, every 

measuring instrument is released for use in medicine. It is a well-known good practice which 

should be taken into account by the medical equipment developers. 

Therefore, the special attention should be given to the issue of reliability and integrity of the 

recorded data. When designing medical devices, this issue should be studied within possible 

widest range covering all conditions of the human organism. 
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Materials and methods 

Considering sources of errors that distort the integrity of data containing in an ECG record, it is 

feasible to carry out the study taking into account two cases as given below. 

The first case covers an evaluation of compliance of the phase characteristics on an ECG 

recorded by the existing standard lead technology and with those recorded with an original 

HDA lead. This evaluation is to be performed using a common theoretical model for the 

calculation of the phase durations and the respective hemodynamic parameters. 

The second case is aimed at an evaluation of the influence of pass bands of electronic filters 

on signals for ECG recording. 

One of the objectives of this experiment is to determine the sources of the recorded data 

distortion. This allows realizing the true causes of the crisis of phase analysis method 

development that was a barrier for a long time to finding the proper solutions of measuring 

technologies in cardiology. 

For the purpose of the experiment, one patient only was involved for ECG recording 

according to different lead systems as follows: 1) an ECG was recorded from the patient with 

use of the original HDA lead system which was developed by a Russian R & D team to which 

the author of this paper belongs (the term HDA is introduced by them, and this abbreviation 

means Hemodynamic Analysis), 2) a standard V3, V4, V5, V6 lead ECG was taken from the 

same patient (s. Figure 1 herein). 

Further, the durations of the heart cycle phases were calculated, and on the basis of the 

calculations the relevant hemodynamic characteristics were estimated. All data were compared 

to determine the static error of the deviations. 

The most important objective was to determine the degree of the integration and the 

differentiation of the recorded ECG signals depending on the characteristics of the electronic 

filters. 
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Figure 1. Arrangement of ECG electrodes in standard V3, V4, V5, V6 

lead ECG recording versus originally developed HDA lead recoding. 
 

 

Results 

The data obtained in the above experiment are given in Table 1 below. The ECG curves 

recorded with use of different lead systems are provided in Figures 2 to 5 in this paper. 

 

Tables 1. Comparative data on the measured values obtained in the analysis of the ECG 

curves recorded with use of different lead systems: original HDA lead system versus standard 

V3, V4, V5, V6 lead system:  

А) at the same filter pass bands of the standard lead ECG and HDA lead ECG. 

 

B) with a low cutoff frequency equal to Flower = 0.7 Hz. 

 QRS RS QT PQ TT 
SV 

(ml) 
MV 
(l) 

PV1 
(ml) 

PV2 
(ml) 

PV3 
(ml) 

PV4 
(ml) 

PV5 
(ml) 

HDA 0,093 0,047 0,363 0,084 1,013 72,4 4,3 50,7 21,7 42,9 29,4 10,7 
V3 0,089 0,052 0,361 0,078 0,982 86,6 5,3 61,9 24,7 51,4 35,2 12,2 
V4 0,088 0,043 0,355 0,088 0,984 62,9 3,8 43,4 19,6 37,3 25,6 9,6 

V5 0,087 0,043 0,352 0,086 0,958 62,7 3,9 43,0 19,8 37,2 25,5 9,5 
V6 0,090 0,046 0,341 0,096 0,961 69,3 4,3 46,6 22,6 41,1 28,2 9,9 

 QRS RS QT PQ TT 
SV 

(ml) 
MV 
(l) 

PV1 
(ml) 

PV2 
(ml) 

PV3 
(ml) 

PV4 
(ml) 

PV5 
(ml) 

HDA 0,100 0,048 0,367 0,081 0,920 74,6 4,9 49,2 25,4 44,3 30,3 10,8 
V3 0,114 0,053 0,383 0,061 0,814 87,8 6,5 54,2 33,6 52,1 35,7 12,2 

V4 0,100 0,044 0,365 0,078 0,963 65,8 4,1 44,9 20,9 39,1 26,8 9,9 
V5 0,089 0,046 0,343 0,093 0,888 68,0 4,6 43,9 24,1 40,3 27,7 9,9 
V6 0,090 0,047 0,336 0,094 0,811 70,8 5,2 42,6 28,1 42,0 28,8 10,0 
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C) with a top cutoff frequency equal to Fupper = 11 Hz. 

 

D) with the pass band equal to Flower = 0.7 Hz, Fupper = 11 Hz. 

 

Discussions and conclusions 

The comparative analysis of the ECG curves reveals the following basic features. The HDA lead 

ECG curve is recorded when the electrodes are arranged on the aorta part surface at 

acupuncture points V14 and V22 to capture the signals from the aorta and the myocardium 

areas. In doing so, the processes of the cells depolarization over the entire area under study 

are recorded. Initially, V3, V4, V5, V6 were chosen to investigate the respective local areas. 

When comparing the HDA and V3 curves as shown in Fig. 2, it can be clearly seen that the V3 

lead does not trace the fluctuations of the potential which is responsible for the operation of 

the aortic valve (contrary to the HDA curve as shown in Fig. 6 herein). Moreover, the segment 

of this standard lead system ECG curve, that contains the relevant information within this 

phase, is smoothed, so that all information is compressed, integrated and cannot be treated as 

valuable data. As it is seen from the V3 lead on the curve in the RS phase indicated in Fig. 6 

herein, the above mentioned effect leads to an increase in the duration of the phase. This 

increase in the duration of the said phase can be traced as follows: for the standard ECG it 

corresponds to three squares on the chart paper versus two squares for the HDA curve. It 

would seem to be insignificant, but it is just these multitudinous ECG leads that are responsible 

for supply with incomplete, distorted and confused sets of data on the phase transitions and 

boundaries, as it was described for the specific case above. As a result, we have to deal with 

the crisis of the concept of the cardiac phase analysis diagnostics based on the classic ECG 

theory. The tendency to use as many leads as possible (to perform the phase analysis) cannot 

allow recording the durations of the same phase in various leads synchronously in a proper 

way. This concept does nothing but produces an additional number of error sources. Figures 2 

 QRS RS QT PQ TT 
SV 

(ml) 
MV 
(l) 

PV1 
(ml) 

PV2 
(ml) 

PV3 
(ml) 

PV4 
(ml) 

PV5 
(ml) 

HDA 0,123 0,070 0,378 0,070 0,970 133,9 8,3 93,2 40,7 79,5 54,4 15,8 

V3 0,118 0,072 0,382 0,059 0,979 143,2 8,8 104,5 38,6 85,0 58,1 16,9 
V4 0,128 0,072 0,379 0,063 0,998 141,0 8,5 100,8 40,2 83,8 57,2 16,2 
V5 0,128 0,072 0,379 0,063 0,998 141,0 8,5 100,8 40,2 83,8 57,2 16,2 
V6 0,127 0,072 0,358 0,075 0,863 136,3 9,5 88,0 48,4 81,0 55,3 14,9 

 QRS RS QT PQ TT 
SV 

(ml) 
MV 
(l) 

PV1 
(ml) 

PV2 
(ml) 

PV3 
(ml) 

PV4 
(ml) 

PV5 
(ml) 

HDA 0,138 0,069 0,401 0,059 0,964 134,7  8,4  92,3  42,4  80,0  54,7  16,2 
V3 0,130 0,072 0,394 0,093 0,912 142,2  9,4  86,9  55,3  84,5  57,7  16,8 
V4 0,130 0,072 0,373 0,068 0,843 140,2 10,0  88,9  51,2  83,3  56,9  15,8 
V5 0,127 0,072 0,364 0,073 0,884 138,1 9,4  90,6  47,5  82,0  56,0  15,3 

V6 0,130 0,074 0,357 0,080 0,833 140,1 10,1  86,1  54,0  83,3  56,8  15,0 
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to 5 provide various versions of curves, on the basis of which the data in Table 1 were 

calculated. It is evident that we have to solve the problem of the integration of the data on the 

phase transitions and boundaries considering different versions of the electrode location 

schemas.  

 The above statement and conclusion is applicable to the analysis of every heart cycle phase 

performed on the basis of high-resolution electrocardiography curves [4]. 

 

 

 
Figure 2. HDA lead ECG versus V3, V4, V5, V6 lead ECG 

curves recorded with the same filter pass band 
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Figure 3. HDA lead ECG versus V3, V4, V5, V6 lead ECG 

curves (with low cutoff frequency equal to Flower = 0.7 Hz). 
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Figure 4. HDA lead ECG versus V3, V4, V5, V6 lead ECG 

curves (with the top cutoff frequency equal to Fupper = 11Hz). 
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Figure 5. HDA lead ECG versus V3, V4, V5, V6 lead ECG 

curves (with pass band equal to Flower = 0.7 Hz, F = 11Hz). 
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Figure 6. Absence of the data on operation of the aortic 

valve on the V3 lead ECG curve versus availability of this 

relevant data on the HDA lead ECG; an extension of the RS 

phase on the V3 lead ECG due to the signal integration effect 

(smoothing effect) 

 
 

Using the proposed methodology, when performing spectral analysis and further integration 

of the most informative harmonics, we succeeded in an identification of the so called late 

ventricular potentials. According to the HDA method, these late ventricular potentials reflect 

the operation of the aortic valve as illustrated in Fig. 6 herein. This feature is applied in our 

method to qualitative evaluations of these potentials only, because our intention is not to take 

any measurements of potentials, but to utilize a unified theory of the phase analysis (to 

describe the phase processes only) avoiding generalized considerations of the phenomena like 

late ventricular potentials. 

When speaking about the reliability of the values measured using the original HDA method, 

it should be stated that the conceptual model of the elevated fluidity conditions developed by 

G. Poedintsev and O. Voronova [5] fits very well the data obtained by us. We pioneered also in 

collecting this evidence in a number of the clinical trials of the HDA method application that 

was evaluated in comparison with the reference Teicholz method (equation 1) (s. Table 2 

below). The difference between two methods is less than 1%. Moreover, the HDA method 
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allows obtaining values with an accuracy up to 0.001. It is much better than it is required in 

practice for the reliable diagnostics. 

 

Table 2. Data on quantitative measurements of stroke volumes: HDA method versus Teicholz 

method.  

No. Name of patient 
Teichholz 

method (ml) 
HDA 
(ml) 

Difference 
(ml) 

Mean value of 
difference (ml) 

1 S.V.I. 171.3 173.5 2.2 

0.85% 
(under 1% of) 

2 A.V.S. 59.4 58.5 -0.9 
3 Zh.F.S. 58.6 66.7 8.1 

4 B.P.F. 124.3 127.3 3.0 
5 D.L.V. 198.6 200.9 2.3 
6 M.S.S. 101.8 99.7 -2.1 
7 O.B.A. 79.3 78.0 -1.3 
8 Sh.V.T. 52.0 48.7 -3.3 
9 R.D.R. 95.2 94.9 -0.3 

 

On the basis of the data presented above, we come to the conclusion that the results 

obtained using the HDA method are true values which can be used for the further estimation of 

the errors. 
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In honor and remembrance of G.Poyedintsev, the founder 

of the innovative theory of hemodynamics 
Gustav M. Poyedintsev (27 July 1929 – 21 January 2006) was born in 

Chuguev, Kharkov region, Ukraine. After finishing school he entered 

Kharkov Aviation Institute. After graduation in the 1950s G. Poyedintsev 

started to work for the company “Konstruktorskoe Buro Khimavtomatiky” 

(Design Department for Chemical Industry) in Voronezh. There he started 

his long-term research work on the scientific problems in the field of fluid 

mechanics. 

G. Poyedintsev developed theoretical foundations of axiomatic fluid dynamics, the new 

research and development field. Since the end of the 1960s he had been working on the 

problems connected with fluid dynamics. G. Poyedintsev discovered the unknown before fluid 

flow mode (later named “the third flow mode”) which is different from the already known 

laminar flow mode and turbulent flow mode, and is characterized by higher efficiency and 

specific pattern of the flow. 

In 1973 G. Poyedintsev continued his research work in Voronezh branch of the Research 

Institute for Production Engineering. 

In 1981 G. Poyedintsev became the head of the research laboratory “Bionics” engaged in 

development of the new technical and medicine technologies based on the theory of “the third 

flow mode” of fluids.  

G. Poyedintsev and O. Voronova succeeded in developing methods and facilities for 

modeling the third flow mode in rigid pipes. It was proved that the blood flow through blood 

vessels is provided in “the third flow mode”, which is the most efficient and predetermines the 

functional and morphological characteristics of the cardiovascular system. As a result, a 

mathematical model describing the performance of the cardiovascular system was developed. 

It became the basis for the new noninvasive measuring method using the phase durations of 

the cardiac cycle to measure the hemodynamic parameters. 

Cooperative work of G. Poyedintsev and O. Voronova with the scientists M. Rudenko and V. 

Zernov proved to be productive. Since 2002 the research work has been intensively conducted 

in the Russian New University, Moscow. It resulted in development of the innovative medical 

device “Cardiocode” used for indirect measuring of volumetric hemodynamic parameters and 

evaluating the functions of the cardiovascular system. 

The great Russian scientist G. Poyedintsev died in 2006. He pioneered in the development 

of a new scientific field. We persist in the belief that his scientific ideas, now developed by his 

coauthors and colleagues, will contribute to the further development of science. 
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Learn more about cardiometry!  
Some books listed below will supply you with a lot of detailed information about most 

important aspects and history of this new science. This reference literature should be useful for 

cardiologists, critical care medical staff, biophysics engineers and medical equipment designers 

& developers. 

 

All the books are available via Internet !  

M. Rudenko. Voronova, O. & Zernov. V. Theoretical Principles of Heart Cycle Phase Analysis. 

ISBN 978-3-937909-57-8, Fouqué Literaturverlag. Frankfurt a/M.  München - London - New 

York. 336 pages 

 

At amazon.com  

 

 

At buchhandel.de 

 

 

At lob.de 
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American Format book at lulu.com 

Rudenko, M.; Voronova, O. & Zernov. V. Theoretical Principles of Heart Cycle  Phase  

Analysis. ISBN 978-0-578-09470-0, Fouqué Literaturverlag. New York. (2011). 415 pages 

 

 


